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A UK based CD retailer chain stores, HMV, has recently gained store 
prominence in the Hong Kong music retail industry. HMV has attempted to work on the 
finest details that a music retailer can do to cater the customers' needs. The idea of 
mega CD retail stores and all the novel elements put inside the HMV stores are generally 
welcomed by the increasingly sophisticated Hong Kong consumers. Yet，there was a gap 
between the store traffic and sales performance in the Shatin HMV store. Therefore, we 
intended to investigate the reasons which caused this discrepancy. 
Several interviews and telephone conversations were made in order to gain an 
insider's perspective. More importantly, we have completed four hundred 
questionnaires with the HMV visitors. We were able to take a closer look at the 
problems from the customers' perspective. 
The objective ofthe survey was to understand the profile ofboth existing and 
potential customers. By doing so，we aimed to convert shoppers into buyers and at the 
same time retain existing customers. All the shoppers' demographics, CD purchasing 
habit, as well as selection criteria on choosing which store to purchase CD were under 
examination. For the ease ofdetail analysis, all of the shoppers are segmented in order to 
gain a more in-depth understanding ofboth existing and potential customers. 
Based on the revealing findings, corresponding recommendations were made. 
After analysing the survey results, we have come up with a customer profile which 
allowed us to divide the HMV visitors into four segments. They were : (1) Mere 
iii 
S h o p p e r s , � Light Buyers, (3) Medium Buyers, and (4) Heavy Buyers. The analysis 
was based on the customers demographics, customer buying behaviour and selection 
criteria in CD purchase. These information provided us with a distinct direction ofthe 
company objectives. 
We have established three generic objectives of enlarging market，increasing 
market share and improving profitability. Moreover, three company-specific objectives 
are set, namely � building a store image emphasising relationship with customers, (2) 
continuous customer satisfaction, and (3) nurturing customer loyalty towards the HMV 
stores. These objectives are highly inter-related and complementary to one another. 
Founded on the objectives, various marketing tactics are developed to serve each 
distinctive customer segment. A long term strategy of establishing a customer database 
is suggested. Finally we consider that customer surveys should be done on a regular basis 
as a control or monitoring means to ensure the close link with the HMV customers. 
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TABLE 1 
AGE DISTRBUnON OF ALL SHOPPERS AT CAUSEWAY BAY STORE 
« 
Age Number of respondents Percentage (%) 
13-15 r ^ s l o 
16-20 69.00 34.50 
21-25 53.00 26.50 
26-30 41.00 20.50 
31-35 11.00 5.50 
3640 3.00 1.50 
41-45 6.00 3.00 
Total 200.00 100.00 
A-12 
TABLE 2 
OCCUPATION PROHLE OF ALL SHOPPERS AT CAUSEWAY BAY STORE 
t 
Occupation Number of respondents Percentage (%) 
Student 80.00 40.00 
White collar (e.g. Clerk, professionals) 69.00 34.50 
Technician 22.00 11.00 
Unemployed 10.00 5.00 
Blue Collar 8.00 4.00 
Sales/Service 7.00 3.50 
Others 4.00 2.00 
Total 200.00 100.00 
A-12 
TABLE 3 
UVJNG DISTRICT OF ALL SHOPPERS AT CAUSEWAY BAY STORE 
I 
Districts Number of respondents Percentage (%) 
HKIsland 
Eastern 44.00 22.00 
WanChai 31.00 15.50 
Central & Westem 18.00 9.00 
Southern 25.00 12.50 
Sub-total 118.00 59.00 
Kowloon 
Yau Tsim Mong 2.00 1.00 
Sham Shui Po 13.00 6.50 
Kowloon City 11.00 5.50 
Wong TaiSin 6.00 3.00 
Kwun Tong 9.00 4.50 
Sub-total 41.00 20.50 
New Territories 
Kwai Tsing 4.00 2.00 
Tsuen Wan 3.00 1.50 
TuenMun 6.00 3.00 
YuenLong 3.00 1.50 
North 1.00 0.50 
Tai Po 4.00 2.00 
ShaTin 14.00 7.00 
ShaKung 1.00 0.50 
Islands 5.00 2.50 
» 
Sub-total 41.00 20.50 
Grandtotal 200.00 100.00 
kA 
TABLE 4 
mCOME DISTRffiUnON OF ALL SHOPPERS AT CAUSEWAY BAY STORE 
« 
Income Number of Percentage (%) ][ncome Percentage (%) 
respondents category 
No income 83.00 41.50 L1 41.50 
BelowHK$6,000 11.00 5.50 L2 
HK$6,001 - HK$9,000 21.00 10.50 L2 16.00 
HKS9,001 - HK$12,000 25.00 12.50 Ml 
HK$12,001-HK$15,000 21.00 10.50 Ml 23.00 
HK$15,001-HBC$18,000 16.00 8.00 M2 
HK$18,001-HK$21,000 12.00 6.00 M2 14.00 
HK$21,001-HKS24,000 - - H1 
HK$24,001 -HK$27,000 2.00 1.00 H1 1.00 
HK$27,001 -HK$30,000 - - H2 
Above HK$30,000 9.00 4.50 H2 4.50 
200.00 100.00 m 
TABLE 5 A-5 
STORES EVER VISITED BY ALL SHOPPERS AT CAUSEWAY BAY STORE 
I 
Stores Stores that shoppers Stores that shoppers 
ever visited visit most 
Number % Number % 
l P S r ^ 8 l50 U ^ 
TowerRecords 117 58.50 2 1.00 
HMV 200 100 a 138 69.00 
HKRecords 80 40.00 3 1.50 
Small retailers 178 89.50 43 21.50 
Total 2m 1 ^ 




STORES EVER PURCHASED CD BY ALL SHOPPERS AT CAUSEWAY BAY 
STORE 
I 
Stores Stores that respondents Stores that respondents 
ever brought CD brought CD most often 
Number % Number % 
K ^ ^ 37 5 B 
TowerRecords 58 29 1. 0.5 
HMV 179 89.5 101 50.5 
HKRecords 34 17 3 1.5 
Small retailers 164 82 85 42.5 
NeverbuyCD 5 2.5 5 2.5 
T ^ . 200 m 
A-12 
TABLE 7 
SELECTION CRITERL^ RATED BY ALL SHOPPERS AT CAUSEWAY BAY STORE 
I 
Selection Criteria Rating (Mean score) 
Male Female Significance^ 
Price 4j[0 4.21 0 3 ^ 
Service 3.01 3.54 0.000 
Trial 2.89 3.28 0.009 
Store environment 3.68 3.85 0.231 
Availability ofother products 3.55 3.88 0.033 
a Significance test between male and female on their rating of the five selection criteria. 
Figure less than 0.05 denotes that there is significant difference between the two groups. 
A ^ 
TABLE8 
AGE DISTRffiUTION OF "MERE SHOPPERS" AND “BUYERS，，AT CAUSEWAY 
BAY STORE 
t 
Age Mere Shoppers Buyers 
Number % Number % 
13-15 - - 17 ^ 
16-20 8 40 61 34 
21 -25 5 25 48 26.9 
26-30 3 15 38 21.2 
31 -35 2 10 9 5.1 
36-40 - - 3 1.7 
41 -45 2 10 3 1.7 
^ 1 ^ m m 
Mean 22.6 25.6 
• . j ^ •  ... • 
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TABLE 9 
mCOME DISTRBUTION OF "MERE SHOPPERS，，AND "BUYERS" AT 
CAUSEWAY BAY STORE 
I 
Mere Shoppers Buyers 
Income Number % Number % 
No income 6 30 77 43 
BelowHK$6,000 4 20 7 3.9 
HK$6,001 - HKS9,000 - - 21 11.7 
HK$9,001 -HK$12,000 6 30 19 10.6 
HK$12,001 -HK$15,000 - - 21 11.7 
HK$15,001-HK$18,000 4 20 12 6.7 
HK$18,001 -HK$21,000 - - 12 6.7 
HK$21,001 - HK$24,000 - - - -
HK$24,001 -HK$27,000 - - 2 1.2 
HK$27,001 - HK$30,000 - - - -
Above HK$30,000 - - 8 4.5 
Total 20 m V79 m — 
A-lO 
TABLE 10 
STORES .EVER VTSFTED BY "MERE SHOPPERS" AND “BUYERS” AT 
CAUSEWAY BAY STORE « 
, \ 
Stores Mere Shoppers Buyers Significance^ 
Number % Number % 
1 ^ l6 80 H8 S l ? 0.7651 
TowerRecords 7 35 109 60.9 0.0259 
HKRecords 1 5 78 43.6 0.0008 
Small retailers 20 100 159 88.8 0.1150 
a Significance test between “mere shoppers，，and “buyers，, on their visiting experience of 
the four CD stores. Figure less than 0.05 denotes that there is significant difference 
between the two groups. 
A-ll 
TABLE11 
STORES MOST OFTEN VISITED BY "MERE SHOPPERS" AND “BUYERS，，AT 
CAUSEWAY BAY STORE 
I 
Stores Mere Shoppers Buyers 
Number % Number % 
KPS - ~ ‘ - l2 ^ 
Tower Records - - 2 1.1 
HMV 8 40 131 73.2 
HK Records - - 3 1.7 
Smallretailers 12 60 31 17.3 
'r^i lo Ioo m 1 ^ 
Chain stores 8 40 148 82.7 
Small retailers 12 60 31 17.3 
Pearson significance = 0.0000 
A-12 
TABLE 12 
STORES EVER PURCHASED CD BY "MERE SHOPPERS" AND "BUYERS" AT 
CAUSEWAY BAY STORE » 
Stores Mere Shoppers Buyers Signiflcanc®^ 
Number % Number % 
‘ ^ i 5 Tl> 40^ 0 . 0 0 1 7 ~ 
TowerRecords - - 58 32.4 0.0025 
HK Records - - 34 19 0.0323 
Small retailers 15 75 149 83.2 0.3586 
a Significance test between "mere shoppers" and “buyers” on their purchase experience 
at the four CD stores. Figure less than 0,05 denotes that there is significant difference 




STORE "MERE SHOPPERS" AND “BUYERS” PURCHASED CD MOST OFTEN AT 
CAUSEWAY BAY STORE « 
Stores Mere Shoppers Buyers 
Number % Number % 
^ i ^ 3 4 22 
Tower Records - - 1 0.6 
HMV - - 100 56.2 
HKRecords - - 3 1.7 
Small retailers 15 93.8 70 39.3 
T ^ i6 1 ^ m 而 
Chain stores 1 6 3 108 60.7 
Small retailers 15 93.8 70 39.3 
Pearson significance = 0.0000 
A-12 
TABLE 14 
RECENT CD PURCHASE AT HMV 
\ 
Number of respondents Percentage (%) 
Withinthisweek ^ 33^ 
Within this two weeks 37 20.6 
Withinthis months 23 12.8 
Within this two months 24 13.3 
Withinthisthree months 13 7.20 
More than 3 months 22 12.2 
1 ^ m^ i ^ 
a Base: Among those who have bought CD at HMV 
A-12 
TABLE 15 
FREQUENCY OF PURCHASDSfG CD AT HMV 
t 
Number of respondents Percentage (%) 
Withinthisweek 8 i J 
Within this two weeks 26 14.4 
Within this three weeks 18 10 
Within this months 60 33.3 
Within this two months 29 16.1 
Within this three months 7 3.9 
More than 3 months 32 17.9 
Total m ' m 
a Base: Among those who have bought CD at HMV 
A-12 
TABLE 16 
SELECTION CRITERL^ RATED BY "MERE SHOPPERS" AND "BUYERS" AT 
CAUSEWAY BAY STORE 
I 
Selection Criteria Rating (Mean score) 
Mere Shoppers Buyer Significance^ 
Price 4 J 5 i^Ts 0.601 “ 
Service 3.45 3.25 0.421 
Trial 3,55 3.79 0317 
Store environment 3.45 3,79 0.000 
Availability of other products 3.05 3.09 0.876 
a Signiflcance.test between “mere shoppers" and “buyers” on their rating of the five 
selection criteria. Figure, less than 0.05 denotes that there is. significant difference 
between the two groups. 
A-12 
TABLE 17 
DnTERENT SEGMENTS BASED ON PURCHASE VOLUME 
Number of respondents Percentage (%) 
Light volume buyers 116 64.4 
Medium volume buyers 46 25.6 
Heavy volume buyers 18 10 
T o t a i ~ i ^ i00 
a Base: Among those who have bought CD at HMV 
‘ ^ . 
A-12 
TABLE 18 
AGE DISTRmunON OF "BUYERS" AT CAUSEWAY BAY STORE BASED ON 
PURCHASE VOLUME 
t 
Age Light volume Mediiun volume Heavy volume 
Number % Number % Number % 
13-20 57 4 ^ r? 37 4 ^ ~ 
(Teenagers) 
21 -30 51 44 25 54.3 10 55.6 
(Young people) 
31 orabove 8 6.9 4 8.7 4 22 
Total n 6 1 ^ 46 Foo Fs m 
A-12 
TABLE 19 
SEX DISTREBUnON OF “BUYERS” AT CAUSEWAY BAY STORE BASED ON 
PURCHASE VOLUME 
t 
Sex Light volume Medium volume Heavy volume 
Number % Number % Number % 
Male 5l 44 Is 551 B 72.2 
Female 65 56 28 60.9 5 27.8 
Total U6 1 ^ 46 1 ^ Is l o O ~ 
Pearson significance = 0.0487 
A-20 
TABLE 20 
D^COME DISTRmUTION OF "BUYERS" AT CAUSEWAY BAY STORE BASED 
ON PURCHASE VOLUME 
I 
Licome Light volume Medium volume Heavy volume 
buyers buyers buyers 
Number % Number % Number % 
No income 53 4^7 H 457 3 1 ^ 
HK$0 - HK$9000 23 19.8 4 8.7 1 5.6 
HK$9001 - 23 19.8 11 23.9 6 33.3 
HK$15000 
HK$15001 - 13 11.2 7 15.2 4 22 
HK$21000 
HK$21000 - 1 0.9 1 2.2 - -
HK$27000 
HK$27001 orabove 3 2.6 2 4.3 4 22.2 




STORES EVER VISITED BY “BUYERS，，AT CAUSEWAY BAY STORE BASED ON 
PURCHASE VOLUME 
» 
Stores Light volume buyers Medium volume Heavy volume Significance^ 
buyers buyers 
Number % Number % Number % 
KPS ^ sT9 36 ^ 0 fs i ^ a T d ^ 
Tower 56 48.3 37 80.4 17 94.4 0.0000 
Records 
HK 43 37.1 26 56.5 10 55.6 0.0458 
Records 
Small 107 92.2 35 76.1 17 94.4 0.0108 
retailers 
a Significance test between purchase volume and store visiting behavior. Figure less than 
0.05 denotes that there is sigificant relationship between the two items. 
A-12 
TABLE 22 
STORES MOST OFTEN VISITED BY "BUYERS" AT CAUSEWAY BAY STORE 
BASED ON PURCHASE VOLUME 
Stores Light volume buyers Medium volume buyers Heavy volume buyers 
Number % Number % Number % 
1 ^ 8 Z3 3 I7s r JjS 
Tower 1 0.9 1 2.2 - -
Records 
HMV 80 69 35 76.1 17 94.4 
HK 2 1.7 1 2.2 - -
Records 
Small 25 21.6 6 13 - -
retailers 
Total n 6 r ^ 46 1 ^ Fs f00 
Chain 91 78.4 40 87 18 100 
« 
store 
Small 25 21.6 6 13 - -
retailers 
Total n 6 foo 46 l00 Fs F00 
A-12 
TABLE 23 
STORES EYER PURCHASED CD BY "BUYERS" AT CAUSEWAY BAY STORE 
BASED ON PURCHASE VOLUME 
I 
Stores Light volume buyers Medium volume Heavy volume Signifi-
buyers buyers cance^ 
Number % Number % Number % 
KPS 43 m i6 3 ^ L4 8 ^ 0 .0012~ 
Tower 23 19.8 21 45.7 14 82.4 0.0000 
Records 
HK 12 10.3 14 30.4 8 47.1 0.0001 
Records 
Small 100 86.2 32 69.6 17 94.4 0.0157 
retailers 
a Significance test between purchase volume and CD purchase behavior. Figure less 




STORE "BUYERS" PURCHASED CD MOST OFTEN AT CAUSEWAY BAY STORE 
BASED ON PURCHASE VOLUME 
t 
Stores Light volume buyers Medium volume buyers Heavy volume buyers 
Number % Number % Number % 
" ^ 4 J3 - I I I 
Tower 1 0.9 - - - -
Records 
HMV 51 44.3 34 73.9 16 88.9 
HK 2 1.7 1 2.2 - -
Records 
Small 57 49.6 11 23.9 2 11.1 
retailers 
Total r i5 m 46 m U 1 ^ 
Chain 58 50.4 35 76.1 16 88.9 
store 
Small 57 49.6 11 23.9 2 11.1 
retailers 
Total H5 m 46 i ^ Is 1^5 
• • j . -� 
A-12 
TABLE 25 
SELECTION CRITERL^ RATED BY "BUYERS" AT CAUSEWAY BAY STORE 
BASED ON PURCHASE VOLUME « 
Selection criteria Rating (Mean score) 
Light volume Medium volume Heavy volume 
buyers buyers buyers 
Price 4 J 8 ^09 4 % 
Trial Listening 3.64^ ». 4.22 • 3.67 
Store Environment 3.54 4.37 3 39 
Service 3.17^ • 3.57 3 
Availability of other product 2.96 ^  ^ 3.5J ^ 2.72 
^ 一 denotes significant relationship 
A-12 
TABLE 26 
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF ALL SHOPPERS AT SHATTN STORE 
< 
Age Number of respondents Percentage (%) 
10-20 ^ 4 ^ 
21-30 80 40.2 
3140 19 9.5 
41-58 7 3.5 
Total 1 ^ f00 
A-12 
TABLE 27 
SEX DISTRffiUTION OF ALL SHOPPERS AT SHATDST STORE BASED ON AGE 
- _. ._ . » 
Sex Age 
10-20 21-30 3140 41 orabove 
Number % Number % Number % Number % 
Male 34 lKE 43 53^ B ^ 6 85.7 
Female 59 63.4 37 46.3 6 31.6 1 14.3 
Total ^ 1 ^ 80 1 ^ l9 m 7 1 ^ 
Person significance = 0.0044 
A-12 
TABLE 28 
STORES EVER VISITED BY ALL SHOPPERS AT SHATE^ STORE 
, 
Stores Stores that shoppers Stores that shoppers 
ever visited visit most 
Number % Number % 
^ U3 ~ ^ I ? ~ 8 
Tower Records 55 27.5 1 0.5 
HMV 200 100' 148 74 
HKRecords 33 16.5 1 0.5 
Small retailers 175 87.5 34 17 
Total “ 200 1 ^ 
a As ail the interviews are conducted at the exit ofHMV stores，hence this the figures 
should be 100% 
• • ‘ 
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TABLE 29 
STORES EVER PURCHASED CD BY ALL SHOPPERS AT SHATEN" STORE 
,^^ ., , 
Stores Stores that respondents Stores that respondents 
ever brought CD brought CD most often 
Number % Number % 
^ M 3 ^ 8 4 l 
TowerRecords 55 27.5 - -
HMV 164 82 88 47.1 
HKRecords 14 7 2 1 
Smail retailers 154 77 89 47.6 
Total 187 F00 
A-12 
TABLE 30 
SELECTION CRITEJOA RATED BY ALL SHOPPERS AT SHATE^ STORE 
\ 
Selection Criteria Rating (Mean score) 
Overall Male Female Significance^ 
Price 3 M s J s T 0.735 
Trial 3.71 3.67 3.75 0.631 
Store environment 3.51 3.58 3.44 0.383 
Service 3.34 3.19 3.48 0.066 
Availability ofother products 2.68 2.57 2.78 0.237 
a Significance test between male and female on their rating of the five selection criteria. 
Figure less than 0.05 denotes that there is significant difference between the two groups. 
• . t 
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TABLE 31 
STORES EVER VISITED BY "MERE SHOPPERS，，AND "BUYERS" AT SHATTN 
STORE 
» 
Stores Mere Shoppers Buyers Significance 
Number % Number % 
" ^ 25 ^ m ^ 0.6794 
TowerRecords 6 16.7 49 29,9 0.1079 
HK Records 2 5.6 31 18.9 0.0507 
Small retailers 31 86.1 144 87.8 0.7808 
A-12 
TABLE 32 
STORES MOST OFTEN VISITED BY "MERE SHOPPERS，，AND “BUYERS，，AT 
SHATDS[ STORE 
I 
Stores Mere Shoppers Buyers 
Number % Number % 
‘ ^ 7 i ^ 9 5 l 
Tower Records - - 1 0.6 
HMV 19 52.8 129 78.7 
HK Records - - 1 0.6 
Small retailers 10 27.8 24 14.6 
Total 36 1 ^ lM i00 
Chain stores 26 72.2 140 85.4 
Small retailers 10 27.8 24 14.6 
Total 36 i^5 LM foo 
Pearson significance = 0.0573 
. ？ ‘ 
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TABLE 33 
STORES EVER PURCHASED CD BY "MERE SHOPPERS，，AND "BUYERS" AT 
SHATm STORE 
1 
Stores Mere Shoppers Buyers Sigiflcance^ 
Number % Number % 
^ 5 u3 56 3 4 l 0.0168 
TowerRecords 1 2.8 20 12.2 0.0951 
HKRecords 1 2.8 13 7.9 0.2729 
Small retailers 24 66.7 130 79.3 0.1038 
a Sigificant test between “mere shoppers" and “buyers，，on their CD purchasing 
behavior. Figure less than 0.05 denotes that there is significant relationship between the 
two items. 
• • • • • … • • ^ - ' • ^ . ' ^ - • r r . - • • • 
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TABLE 34 
STORE "MERE SHOPPERS" AND "BUYERS" PURCHASED CD MOST OFTEN AT 
SHATDSf STORE 
I 
Stores Mere Shoppers Buyers 
Number % Number % 
^ 2 ~ Z 4 6 3^8 
Tower Records - - - -
HMV 1 3.7 87 54.4 
HKRecords - - 2 1.3 
Small retailers 24 88.9 65 40.6 
Total W l00 r ^ 1 ^ 
Chain stores 3 11.1 95 59.4 
Small retailers 24 88.9 65 40.6 
Totai 27 i ^ r ^ m 
Pearson significance = 0.0000 
a base: those who buy CD at other CD retailers other than HMV. 
^here is a total of 164 buyers but 4 of them can't tell which store they purchase CD 
most often. 
-. _ ‘ 
‘ 
\ 
. . . ？ - • 
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TABLE 35 
RECENT CD PURCHASE AT HMV 
» 
Number of respondents Percentage (%) 
Within this week H 445 
Within this two weeks 19 11.6 
Within this months 36 22 
Within this two months 16 9.8 
Within this three months 20 12.2 
More than 3 months - -
Total m i ^ 
A-12 
TABLE 36 
FREQUENCY OF PURCHASmG CD AT HMV 
* 
Number of respondents Percentage (%) 
Within this week 11 6.8 
Within this two weeks 18 11.1 
Within this three weeks 20 12.3 
Within this months 51 31.5 
Within this two months ‘ 27 16.7 
Within this three months 12 7.4 
More than 3 months 23 14.2 
Total m ^ m 








SELECTION CRTTERL^ RATED BY "MERE SHOPPERS" AND "BUYERS" AT 
SYiATW STORE 
t 
Selection Criteria Rating (Mean score) 
Mere Shoppers Buyer Significance^ 
Price 3.81 4 0 l 0.301 
Service 3.17 3.38 0.306 
Trial 3.42 3.78 0.133 
Store environment 3.53 3.51 0.918 
Availability of other products 2.69 2.68 0.938 
a Significance test between "mere shoppers" and "buyers，’ on their rating of the five 
selection criteria. Figure less than 0.05 denotes that there is significant difference 





DHTERENT SEGMENTS BASED ON PURCHASE VOLUME 
I 
Number of respondents Percentage (%) 
Light volume buyers 107 65.6 
Medium volume buyers 32 19.6 
Heavy volume buyers 24 14.7 
Total l63a f00 
a One missing value 
• 
i • I 
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TABLE 39 
STORES EVER VISFTED BY “BUYERS，，AT SHATTO STORE BASED ON 
PURCHASE VOLUME 
I 
Stores Light volume buyers Medium volume Heavy volume Significance^ 
buyers buyers 
Number % Number % Number % 
KPS ^ ^ Ys W \ Ts ^ 0.3149 
Tower 27 25.2 17 53.1 5 20.8 0.0059 
Records 
HK 16 15 9 28.1 5 20.8 0.2281 
Records 
Small 91 85 31 96.9 21 87.5 0.2016 
retailers 
a Significance test between purchase volume and store visiting behavior. Figure less than 
0.05 denotes that there is sigiflcant relationship between the items. 
i 





STORES MOST OFTEN VISFTED BY "BUYERS" AT SHATTN STORE BASED ON 
PURCHASE VOLUME » 
Stores Light volume buyers Medium volume Heavy volume buyers 
buyers 
Number % Number % Number % 
" ^ 6 5^ 6 2 l 3 i 4!2 
Tower - - 1 3.1 - -
Records 
HMV 84 78.5 23 71.9 22 91.7 
HX. - - - - - -
Records 
Small 17 15.9 6 18.8 1 4.2 
retailers 
Totai i ^ i00 32 [^ 24 i ^ 
Chain 90 84.1 26 81.3 23 95.8 
store 
Small 17 15.9 6 18.8 1 4.2 
retailers 
Total m 1 ^ 32 m 24 foo 
A41 
TABLE 41 
STORES EVER PURCHASED CD BY "BUYERS" AT SHATDSF STORE BASED ON 
PURCHASE VOLUME 
» 
Stores Light volume buyers Medium volume Heavy volume Signifi-
buyers buyers cance^ 
Number % Number % Number % 
KPS 3l ^ r? 5 H 8 ~ 3 3 3 0.0411 ~ 
Tower 9 8.4 8 25 4 16.7 0.0408 
Records 
HK 7 6.5 2 6.3 4 16.7 0.2346 
Records 
Small 81 75.7 29 90.6 19 79.2 0.1898 
retailers 
^Significance test between purchase volume and purchasing store. Figure less than 0.05 
denotes that there is sigificant relationship between the two items. 
• ‘ - ‘ , 
AA2 
TABLE 42 
STORE ‘‘BUYERS，，PURCHASED CD MOST OFTEN AT SHAmT STORE BASED 
ON PURCHASE VOLUME 
I 
Stores Light volume buyers Medium volume buyers Heavy volume buyers 
Number % Number % Number % 
KPS 4 l 9 : -- 2 83 
Tower - - - - - -
Records 
HMV 55 53.4 16 50 17 70.8 
HK - - - - 1 4.2 
Records 
Small 44 42.7 16 50 4 16.7 
retailers 
Total 1 ^ m 32 1 ^ 24 m 
Chain 59 57.3 16 50 20 83.3 
store 
Small 44 42.7 16 50 4 16.7 
retailers 
Total “ “ r 0 3 m 32 m 24 m 
A43 
TABLE 41 
SELECTION CRITERL^ RATED BY "BUYERS" AT SHATTN STORE BASED ON 
PURCHASE VOLUME 
I 
Selection criteria Rating (Mean score) 
Light volume Medium volume Heavy volume 
buyers buyers buyers 
Price 4 ^ 4 ^ 3 ^ ~ 
Trial Listening 3.88 3.57 3.63 
Store Environment 3.51 3.57 3.38 
Service 3.36 3.25 3.75 




The prime purpose ofthis project is to develop practical and useful strategies to 
convert the potential customers into loyal customers for HMV music stores. This 
introductory chapter provides a brief macro view of the global retailing situation, 
especially the music retail industry. Then, we will bring the focus down to Hong Kong 
retail industry. A large proportion shows the contrast between the traditional Hong 
Kong music retail situation and the changes HMV introduces into the Hong Kong music 
retail industry. A number of literature reviews and surveys are cited to support our 
argument of the market development towards a customer orientation in the retailing 
industry. 
In the section ofanalysis，we find the information, derived from the data gathered 
in our customer survey, takes a striking resemblance of the studies and surveys we have 
reviewed in the introductory section. 
Then, we will focus our analysis on HMV, namely the Shatin and Causeway Bay 
stores, operated in a rather distinct market situation in Hong Kong. We will see how 
HMV influences the buyers' behaviour. The analysis helps identify certain main problems 
and provide some revealing leads. 
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In the section ofrecommendation, we will explore the issues in greater depth and 
evaluate the issues from the customers' perspective. Through the understanding of 
customer behaviour, we have a better grasp to formulate some practical company 
objectives which will provide the linkbetween corporate marketing and the customers. 
Based on the objectives, we are able to develop feasible marketing solution for HMV. 
Global Trend 
The growth of mass retailing in every industry in developed markets such as 
USA, UK and Canada, has been in full swing. The keen competitions in the domestic 
markets has already distinguished the winners. As the main players master their 
operations well enough and capture a steady market share in the more saturated 
markets, they are urged to expand the mass retailing ideas to the unexplored，lucrative 
foreign markets in the East. 
Their competitive edge is the huge capital，management skills and experience and 
other technological know-how which brought them success in the first place. The fast-
growing economies, improvement in living standards and increases in purchasing power 
all make the developing foreign markets attractive to foreign investors. 
Music Industry in a Global Perspective 
The top five recorded music distributors are，namely. Time Wamer's WEA, 
Sony，Bertelsmann's BMG, Philips' Polygram and Thom/EMI. There are also many 
aggressive distributors like Columbia, Motown Records, Arista, Sire, Avex Trax and 
Rock Records. In the face ofthe keep competition, the distributors have sought eagerly 
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seek to establish their brands in order to capture an alluring global market share and 
higher prominence. 
Actually, some distributors have already show an interest beyond their traditional 
role. BMG and Columbia intend to explore the mail-order segments by establishing 
BMG Direct Limited and Columbia House to target their customers. Other distributors, 
such as Philips and Rock Records, are also keen on learning their existing customers' 
demographic information and buying habits. This is done by inserting a small information 
card (Appendix I) into the compact disc and ask the customers to fill in and retum it. 
On the retailing level, the nature ofthe business is changing as the consumer has 
become more price conscious, and the shopping options available to many consumers 
have grown regularly. Getting more customers in more frequently requires marketing to 
specific groups, as well as differentiating one's store from everyone else's. Speciality 
stores must become destination stores and specialty retailers must refine the customer 
reach of their stores/ 
At an early age, the compact discs (CDs) were distributed widely through 
numerous retail outlets. Later on, music retailers started adopting the concept of 
specialty mass retailing in the music retailing industry. The retailers grew bigger in size 
and increased the number of their outlets. 
Tower Records，a USA based music retail chain stores，has established a retail 
network ofover 150 mega stores : 115 in the States and the other scattered in Canada, 
England, Hong Kong，Ireland, Israel，Japan, Korea, Mexico, Scotland，Singapore， 
Taiwan and Thailand. The tag line ofthe Tower Records is "It's a global thing." The UK 
1 "Retailing is more than a Store Frmit ” Sporting Goods Business 27 (Mar 1994) : 6. 
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based HMV (short form for His Master's Voice) music chain has a world-wide network 
of over 200 stores in England, Canada, Japan, Australia, Ireland, the States and Hong 
Kong. The tag line ofHMV …Music at its Best …focuses on the music aspect, rather 
than the international locations like Tower Records. 
In the beginning, they may have the competitive advantage against small scale 
stand-alone retailers in terms ofawider variety ofproducts. As more music chain stores 
later emerged, the standard assortment of products carried in the stores made the 
competitive edge disappear. For instance，in Canada, two local chain stores, namely, 
130-store Sam the Record Man and the 110-store Discus Music World Ltd chain were 
fighting an uphill battle as other international players，HMV and Virgin Records Ltd., 
jumped into the ring. Tougher competition led to price wars. The president ofthe Retail 
Music Association ofCanada comments，'1^obody's making money”" 
Lower price and better service is definitely music to the consumers' ears. This 
brutal market force makes the distributors and retailers realise that they must know their 
customers better in order to attain a win-win situation. To make it happen, the 
distributors and retailers need to join forces with each other. There is no way they can 
fight the battle without the other's support. They are highly interdependent. 
A Strategic Marketing Fit modef suggests that retailers pursuing merchandise 
differentiation retail strategies are better partners than retailers pursuing price leadership 
strategies. The essence of this model is that the distributor and the retailer can join 
forces, with compatible and congruent marketing strategies and activities in the hope of 
achieving both market goals and objectives and ultimately enhance both retail and brand 
^ "Loony Tunes." ranadianBusiness (August 1995) pp. 73-74. 
3 "Strategic Marketing Fit in Manufacturer-Retailer Relationships Price Leaders Versus Merchandise 
Differentiators" ToumalRetaiUng 71(1995) : 297-315. 
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performance. Their focus is concentrated on the marketplace which is the competitive 
core. The partners can work hand in hand to offer the best strategic marketing fit for 
building brand and retail market development relationships that best satisfy consumer 
needs.4 
\ As the HMV is a subsidiary ofthe Thom EMI Group, UK，one of the top music 
distributors, an initial attempt ofmoving closer to the market place can be observed. The 
use ofpoint-of-sale (POS) system allows the giant retail stores to have a general glimpse 
of the selling trends in domestic locations. This can be considered as the first step 
towards customer orientation …know what products sell. 
Growth o fMass Retailir>P Tndustrv in Hong Kong 
In the past few decades. Hong Kong has transformed to a cosmopolitan well 
renowned international city. The rapid economic and population growth has appeared 
attractive to the opportunistic business people / organisations abroad. 
Wealth has been accumulated. The willingness to spend is accentuated by the 
sheer gross number ofthe population. One can imagine what a good portion ofmarket 
share means to the mass retailing business. 
Meanwhile, the increase in education level of the general population and a 
correspondent change in lifestyle indicate a change in buying patterns. Consumers have 
become more critical in choosing stores and products. They want value for money. The 
hustle and bustle lifestyle in Hong Kong favours those stores which can provide 
4 MnrketingChannels. 3 '^ ed. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall，1989, p.411. 
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convenience for the customers. The retail markets have undergone a dramatic structural 
change over the years. The two leading supermarket chains, Park'n Shop and Wellcome, 
provide a good illustration. They began operations in Hong Kong in the early 1980's. 
Sincethen, they have completely re-shaped the food market industry which was once 
filled with numerous small-scale supermarket and mom-and pop grocery stores, these 
eventually were completely wiped out after the supermarkets launched a massive and 
persistent price attack. 
The key factor that has allowed the supermarket chains to survive is their ability 
to satisfy the customers, need ofspending less time in searching for bargains. The entire 
market place is dominated by Park'n Shop and Wellcome with a standard (low) price is 
offered for the products through the entire chain. The customers only need to spend time 
on comparing the prices o f two stores. Then the search is over. There is essentially no 
breathing space for a stand alone supermarket. 
Other flourishing mass retailing industries include Theme or U2 in the apparel 
industry. Pizza Hut and Spaghetti House in the restaurant business. Toys R us in the toy 
industry. City Chain in the watch industry, etc. Al l the emerging chain stores came in 
with much larger shop sizes as well as a larger number of outlets. The same rule applies 
here : the consumers can rest assured that they can get the same price in the same chain 
throughout the territory, thus, much of the search cost and efforts can be saved. 
As all the mass retailing stores were being developed in every industry, the music 
retailing industry was virtually left untouched. This can be explained by the nature ofthe 
products itself. Since every CD is perceived as a standard product with same packaging 
and same quality, the CD retailers perform no more than a fiinction of middlemen who 
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provide almost no added value to the product. The music retail market can be regarded 
as a product driven market. 
Despite the difference in product nature, the music retail industry has potential to 
grow in mass retailing because music is in the entertainment sector which promote a 
sense of enjoyment and relaxation. Ifthese elements can be injected into the shopping 
experience, which most o f the busy Hong Kong citizens would appreciate, the entire 
music retail market may experience dramatic changes. 
Marketing Situation ofthe Sma11 Music Retailers in Hons Kong 
Before viewing how the customer orientation concept transformed the industry 
operation, the product driven approach initially adopted by the industry wil l be examined 
briefly in view ofthe domestic situation in Hong Kong. 
Before 1990's, there was no dominant chain store established in Hong Kong. 
Numerous small retailers were competing with each other solely based on price. Besides, 
there were other limitations posed to the small scale, stand-alone retailers in Hong Kong 
relating to products, price, place, and promotion. 
Product 
Buying a particular CDs is normally an one-time purchase. The competition 
among neighbouring retail stores appears to be a zero-sum game. That is, i f the 
customer buys one CD in one particular CD retailer, the chance of selling to the same CD 
to the same customer is lost for good. 
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Price 
As the CDs in every retailer store is presumably undifferentiated, the main buying 
criterion considered by the consumers is the price. Thus，small or no price differentiation 
can be found among CD retailers in nearby geographic locations. 
Place --- the Stores 
The retail market is filled with stand alone operations which have scattered 
around disperse locations. Owing to the high rent, the store size is usually very small. 
This causes two problems. 
Owing to the limited floor space, the product variety provided by the store is 
restricted. Despite this, the store owners are anxious to pack the stores with a wider 
product variety and adequate stock. On the other hand, the staff and the shoppers would 
have appreciated to shop in a more spacious store environment with any interruption. 
However, it is a common scene that the stafifhave constantly asked the customers 
to get out oftheir way. Because some unnoticeable drawers are at the customers' feet, 
the staffneed to replace the CDs taken from the displaying shelves from the stock in the 
drawers. 
The small store space together with constant rushes the customers to make a 
quick decision in choosing and buying CDs. Unintentional purchase may only happen 
during non-peak hours. 
Nevertheless, the customers, who seek to minimise time and effort in store 
selection, are quite store loyal to their neighbourhood CD retailer stores. In a study. 
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Goldman concluded that store-loyal behaviour seems to be "part o f a low search, low 
knowledge and low utilisation level shopping style" and that this shopping style is more 
likely to exist among low-income consumers because they are constrained by their 
inability to shop much. This is mainly due to the limited information and less 
discretionary income. Their buying behaviour is relatively conservative and carefol in 
order to reduce their sense ofr isk in some unknown stores.^ 
Promotion 
The retailers do not put too much effort in promoting new releases, or even their 
own stores. When there is a new CD release, the store may, at best, show the posters of 
the artists and their new albums. The heavy task ofpromotion fall mainly on the shoulder 
ofthe music distributors, who wiU usually publicise a new release through channels such 
as radio and television music shows. The higher the frequencies the songs get broadcast， 
the higher the probability of arousing customers' interests. Until then, the posters on the 
CD store window may act as a cue to trigger the customers' buying impulse. 
The market situation can be summed up like this : (1) there are numerous small 
retailers in the marke t ,⑶ the products are standard or undifferentiated products，（3) 
there is no major price difference, and (4) the stores perform no major promotional 
effort in CD selling. As a result, the small music retailers have no bargaining power over 
the distributors and the consumers. They have to take the price requested by the 
distributors since the products are demand-pull. The retail stores provide no perceptible 
5 ronsiimer Beha^Hnnr ^nd Marketing Action 5^ ed. South -Western. 1995. pp.136-137. 
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service and no additional product information to the consumers except the price. The 
price becomes the ultimate buying criterion of the consumers. 
Kmergence o f r P Chain Stores in H K Music Retailing in Early 1990,s 
In the early 1990,s, some famous foreign CD chain store retailers have started 
their operations in Hong Kong. For instance, H M V has established four mega stores 
while Tower Records set up one in Time Square，Causeway Bay and another in 
Hollywood Plaza, Diamond Hi l l (to be opened in May 1997). KPS, currently having 
thirty three branches, is also considered as a local retail chain selling CDs, though it is 
basically a video rental store. 
In the chain stores，music variety has been diversified for wider customers' tastes 
and selection. Other collateral products such as some “band” T-shirts, "star" calendars 
have been introduced. The chain stores usually have a much larger store size. Because of 
this, prime shopping and commercial locations are chosen to guarantee heavy traffic flow 
and high sales turnover eventually. They are and situated in the prime shopping and 
working locations with heavy traffic flows. 
The stores have also taken up certain responsibility in promotion. As Miss Portia 
Chung, the Promotion Manager in the Tower Records, suggested that more shelf space 
would be given to certain new releases in favour of the record companies (or the 
distributors). In return, the singers may support the store function by performing in the 
store mini-concerts and autobiography meetings. Through this co-operative efforts, the 
link between the distributors and the chain stores retailers are much stronger than the 
small retailers. A mutually supportive bonding has been cultivated. 
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As "there is no such thing as free lunch", the CD price the retail chains charge 
incorporates all these value-added elements (store location，environment, the more 
diverse product line and the promotional efforts). 
When hundred and thousands ofretailers selling the same products, are the Hong 
Kong consumers will ing to pay a premium price for a perceived undifferentiated CD 
products in the retailer chain stores? Suppose they are willing to trade of f the price for 
the above-mentioned improved aspects provided by the CD retailers, how can the chain 
stores differentiate themselves in the chain stores category ？ 
Since H M V is ambitious in entering the competitive Hong Kong CD retailing 
market, the level of competition comes in two directions. What can H M V do to 
differentiate from the other CD chain stores and small scale stand-alone CD retailers? 
The answer is H M V — the stores. The H M V stores differentiate themselves from the 
other retailing competitors because the H M V stores have targeted at changing the 
shopping experience o fHong Kong shoppers. 
H M V CD Retailing Chain Stores 
H M V as a Store Differentiator 
H M V commenced its operation in Hong Kong in 1994. In less than two years, 
four mega size stores has been set up in Tsim Sha Tsui, Central, Causeway Bay and 
Shatin. The H M V store in Tsim Sha Tsui is the largest in Southeast Asia, taking up a 
floor space of30,000 square feet. The four stores take up a total floor space of 58,400 
square feet. (Appendix E) 
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The size is one thing; the design is another. The H M V Group has strategically 
developed a new design concept for its world-wide chain of stores. The stores have 
designed every details including lighting, graphics, finishes，materials, fixtures，fittings, 
audio visual equipment as well as the colours. A l l of these provide a unique ambience in 
the H M V stores which no other stores can imitate. 
Apart from the store environment, the in-store entertainment facilities 
complements the whole store design and makes the place more dazzling (Appendix I I I , 
Figure 2). These facilities include huge video walls (Appendix III，Figure 1), DJ booths, 
in-store with live broadcast and mini-stage for concerts by local and overseas artists. 
Private product testing machines for CD (Appendix III，Figure 3)and L D are provided 
for shoppers to try the products they intend to buy. A separate sound-proofroom is 
specially set up for the Classical and Jazz music lovers to appreciate the wonderful tunes 
in an enjoyable mood (Appendix I I I , Figure 4). 
Naturally, the products are the reasons for all the carefully conceived store 
design and entertainment facilities. A wide variety of CD categories as well as Laser 
Discs and Karaoke is one ofthe selling points o f H M V . The different categories, namely. 
International Rock & Pop (Dance & Soul，Metal, Alternative), Classical, Jazz, Canto-
Pop, Japanese, World and New Age Music, Folk and Soundtrack, are well-organised 
and clearly displayed in the stores. The total number of CDs in all location is over 
600,000. In addition, other CD-related products such as the CD storage cases，overseas 
magazines, T-shirts and calendars featuring famous entertainers are available. 
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A study has suggested that retail buyer often relied on their own experience since 
they perceived that the cost of searching for external personal information was h igh . 
This may be true in depicting the CD buyers' behaviour in relation to information search. 
I n the following sections, we attempt to explain how H M V stores make use of 
elements such as the store environment, the in-store facilities, product variety and 
display ofproducts, to affect the information search process of the customers, which in 
turn to influence the actual buyers' behaviour. 
HMV，s unique Store Atmosphere 
According to Donovan and Rossiter?, the store atmosphere could influence the 
shoppers' emotions during the shopping experience and eventually their actual shopping 
behaviour performed. The research showed that pleasantness of the in-store environment . 
the buyers experience was a significant predictor of willingness to spend more time in 
the store and intentions to spend more money than originally planned. 
The sense of pleasure and actual incremental arousal generated by the in-store 
atmosphere became an incorporated factor in a purchase decision. They were identified 
as emotional factors, added to the common cognitive factors such as variety of the 
products and price, etc. 
Another study concerning unplanned purchasing behaviour^ suggested that a 
shopper's mental representation of the task, namely，time pressure and knowledge of 
6 "A Cross-Organisational Comparison ofRetail Buyers Information Source Utilisation." International 
Toiimal ofRetailing 2 (1987): 44 -61. 
7 "Store Atmosphere and Purchasing Behaviour "Toiimal ofRetailing 70 (Fall 1994): 283-294. 
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Store environment, was a significant factor influencing the purchasing behaviour. The 
study showed that exposure to in-store cues mediated the time pressure and heightened 
the knowledge of store environment, which triggered need recognition that resulted in 
actual purchasing sequence. 
Carefully Designed Entertainment Facilities in H M V 
Among the chain stores, the almost identical product assortment carried by the 
retail stores could no longer arouse the shoppers' interest to buy. A solution beyond the 
consideration ofprice is probably the entertainment-based marketing. Through all those 
mini-concerts, DJ booth promotion and video wall broadcast，the consumers are being 
entertained at the point of sale. This not only arouses their need recognition, but also 
facilitates their buying decision because information is fed to them under relaxing and 
receptive surroundings. 
Since the consumers have become more sophisticated, they wil l have a higher 
expectation in different aspects of the retail outlets. For instance, better service, a 
spacious and comfortable shopping environment and certain refreshing and exuberant 
entertainment. 
There were previous results indicating some consumers were actually less 
satisfied with mundane retail outlets. The study showed that there are two different 
groups of shoppers - the new type and the traditional type. They were similar in terms 
oftheir sociodemographic characteristics and nearly so in their choice criteria 
8 "UnplannedPurchasing: Knowledge of Shopping Environment and Time Pressure" Joumal of 
Retailing 65 (Spring 1989) : 40-57. 
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for a place to shop. The only difference discovered was their desire for experience and 
recreation while shopping. The examination went deeper to identified their 
psychographic characteristics, behavioural tendencies and actual behaviour patterns. It 
was revealed that the new type tended to associate their personality and own image with 
the store image.' I f there was an image congruence between the consumers themselves 
and the retailer outlet, that outlet would become a store for making their personal 
statement, so to speak. 
H M V , s Role as an Information Provider 
Before making any purchase decision, the consumers are bound to have 
uncertainty which lead them to spend some time and efforts in an information search. 
There are basically two types of uncertainty : (1) knowledge uncertainty or uncertainty 
regarding information about alternatives,⑶ choice uncertainty, or uncertainty about 
which alternative to choose.^^ The uncertainty arising from CD purchase mainly relates 
to choice uncertainty, including the store uncertainty (i.e. which store to shop) and brand 
uncertainty (i.e. which CD to choose). The third uncertainty is one of the knowledge 
uncertainty - the performance or quality ofthe CDs, termed as product uncertainty. 
The extent ofinformation search is dependent on various factors concerning the 
level ofuncertainties, the nature ofthe purchase, the level of product involvement and 
the psychological and demographic make-up ofthe consumers. Sincethese factors vary 
from person to person, the extent ofthe search wil l differ on an individual basis as well. 
9 "New-type and Traditional Shoppers : A Comparison ofTwo Major Consumer Groups." International 
Toiimal ofRetail ^ rti—hmion Management 23 (1995) : 17 -26. 
10 “Buyer Uncertainty andInformation g — h ” T n i _ 1 nfronsiimerResearch 16 (Sep 1989). 208-215. 
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Several relevant determinants of information search^ affecting the level of 
consumers' information search are chosen to explain what kinds ofimpact H M V stores 
have on the consumers' behaviour. 
High consumer involvement 
The process of selecting and buying CDs can be regarded as a high consumer 
involvement process. Since the CD is likely to has an emotional appeal to the consumers, 
who consider that the CD they buy wil l carry certain connotation oftheir self-image, 
they buyers wi l l conduct more information search before deciding. 
High perceived risk 
High perceived risk relates to high product uncertainty. The higher the risk, the 
more extensive the information search. This is illustrated by the following example. 
Suppose there were two terrific songs in an album which were being frequently 
played on the radio and TV music shows, the consumer still ran the risk ofnot liking the 
rest of the songs in the CD. This "unknown feature" in CD probably constitutes the 
greatest risk in purchasing a CD. 
A survey with 424 interviews showed a revealing fact that social class was only a 
minor intervening variable and only in very selected circumstances/^ Hence, it could be 
referred that the risk perception on CD purchase was quite uniform across various social 
n Consumer Behaviour and Marketing Action 5^ ed. South -Western. 1995. pp.228-229. 
12 "The effects ofSocial Class andPerceivedRiskon Consumer Information Search." JoumalofServices 
Marketing 1 (Summer 1987): 47 -52. 
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class or individuals wi th different income level. This perception of risk then translated 
into a certain level ofinformation search behaviour. 
This explains why the testing machines provided in H M V stores are most 
welcomed by the customers because they help to this alarming risk factor. So long as the 
machines are available, the consumers can try the whole CD before they make any 
purchase decision. The perceived risks，linking to both monetary and psychological 
costs, are reduced to minimal. In an advertisement promoting H M V Shatin store as a 
cool place to go, the testing machine is singled out, proving its popularity (Appendix 
W). 
T.ess time pressure 
Time pressure to make a decision wi l l discourage information search. As 
discussed in the earlier part, unintentional purchase in a small and crowded store seldom 
takes place. HMV 's relaxing shopping environment deliberately promotes a sense of 
pressure-free environment in order to encourage unintentional buying. 
High price 
The higher the price, the more extensive the information search. Since price may 
still remain as an important criterion in CD purchase，some price sensitive shoppers may 
devote more time and effort in information search so as to seek additional economic 
benefits. Furthermore, this search is related to the store uncertainty. Consumers are 




Since the market is filled wi th hundred ofthousand ofCDs, it is impossiblafor a 
consumer to buy all. Information search on the choice o f the most favourite CDs is most 
crucial. This search concerns both brand uncertainty and product uncertainty. 
While the testing machines have dealt wi th mainly the product uncertainty. The 
H M V music guide helps lower the brand uncertainty. The music guide is a monthly issue， 
featuring the ‘Music News", "In-store Event”，"City Highlight", 'Tocus of the Month’’， 
" H M V Recommended Albums", “Best Sellers o f the Month" as well as “Gif t Corner” 
The music guide provides the consumers wi th information in order to ease the perplexing 
selection process among the overwhelming variety o fCDs. (Appendix V to Appendix 
K ) 
Moreover, the guide lessens the consumers' time and effort in information 
search. The customers wi l l feel more secure and confident in making decision, reducing 
the non-monetary as well as the psychological costs. For instance, buying the top five 
albums in the ^ e s t Seller of the Month" wi l l probably do no wrong, as "everybody" is 
buying it — a typical herding mentality of the uncertain consumers. 
To sum up, H M V takes the first step to set the stores in tone with the consumer. 
A great deal of efforts are put into defining the very fine details in improving the CD 
shopping experience, and facilitating a more efficient information search. This is done by 
(1) increasing the level ofinformation intake，（2) lowering the level of uncertainties and 
the costs related to the purchase. 
While enhancing the customers' satisfaction level in the shopping process, H M V 
establishes o fah igh end music retail store. Moreover, H M V makes it her concern that 
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the consumers are totally contented with their purchase. An article held that all 
consumers benefited from improved consumer decision making when purchases 
accurately reflected their preferences. ^^  
Market Reality 
On the supply side, certain retailers still choose to maintain the role as a price 
differentiator although the music retailing industry has become more diversified and 
competitive. On the demand side, change in market demands do exist. Yet some of the 
consumers remain as traditional buyers who still take the price as the main decision 
criterion in CD purchase. Therefore, the effectiveness o f H M V , s customer attentive 
approach may be pampered by the consideration ofprice. 
In addition, there may be hidden problems for H M V i f the suggestion raised by 
James Morgan concerning benefits from consumer information proves to be true. He 
contended that extra fonds from uninformed buyers at non-sale periods would no longer 
be available to subsidise smart shoppers' bargains, more consumer information would 
raise best-buy prices and shift the efficiency frontier/^ 
Another study pointed out that buyers tended to reduce information search when 
they had the option ofbargaining/^ The uniformity ofprice and quality of products sold 
in a chain store retailer may be reassuring on one end; however, the non-bargaining 
13 ‘‘A Note on the Consumer Benefits ofInformation; Reply.” Toiimal of Consumer Affairs 22 (Summer 
^^^^"ANreon the Consumer Benefits ofInformation; Reply.” Toiima1 ofConsumerAffairs 22 (Summer 
1988): 171-173. , j ^ „ , . 
15 "The Effects ofBargainable Attributes and Attribute Range Knowledge on Consumer Choice 
Processes." Tmimal of Consumer Research 16 OVlarch 1990) : 409-419. 
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nature of store policy may be a comparative disadvantage when the small retailers are 
more flexible in pricing, especially repeat/loyal customers can be more easily recognised 
by the sales people in small retailer stores. 
According to Management Horizons' biennial consumer shopping behaviour 
surveyi6, ^ ^ega store was catching on with many consumer segments. The new type of 
customers who patronised mega stores favoured convenience, service, selection, and 
consistency in retum for spending less money, effort and time (searching across 
numerous, scattered outlets) with less risk. 
Yet, the traditional type of customers might find all these factors redundant as 
long as they could cut a low-bargain deal. Most alarmingly, this type of shoppers might 
have similar demographic details as the new type ofconsumers. The main difference was 
the psychographic details of the consumers. The new type valued a more pleasant and 
fulfilling shopping experience whereas the other group considered that unavailing. 
r ^ p t e r Conclusion 
Business globalization has become a prominent and inevitable trend. It is evident 
that the trends of chain store operations have gained its popularity in Hong Kong 
recently. Some retail chains have prospered whereas some performances have fallen 
short of expectation. The reasons can be a mixture ofthe geographical variation, cultural 
and perceptual differences of the target customers with dissimilar buying behaviours. 
16 "Supercenters : Super threat or super opportunity?" DiscountMerchandiser 35 (April 1995): 31-34. 
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In this chapter, we have examined what H M V stores have done to influence the 
Hong Kong CD buyers' behaviour. As the saying goes — "it takes two to tango”： 
therefore, we attempted to find out how the CD buyers have adapted and reacted to the 
transformations H M V has brought. Moreover, we would expect to gain certain insights 
from the CD buyers' behaviour for designing effective marketing strategies. 
Furthermore, we were particularly interested in the retailing industry in Hong 
Kong. The growing competitions and the structural economic changes shifted the 
balance between product-selling and customer service. An increasing number of 
service-providing or retailing firms have become more conscious of the importance of 
customer service or service excellence. 
The music retail industry in Hong Kong being examined in this project was quite 
ambiguous. Although the chain stores have placed great emphasis on customers, the 
small retailers have been able to maintain a steady sales. We intended to investigate the 
factors which have hindered the sales performance of the retail chains. Then, appropriate 
marketing strategies and solutions could be offered to pinpoint the relevant issues 
uncovered. 
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C H A P T E R n 
R E S E A R C H OBJECTIVES 
'Research is often motivated by a problem or opportunity."^^ In the preliminary 
planning stage, we set up an interview wi th H M V ' s marketing management to get a 
more realistic understanding of Hong Kong's CD retailing industry and identify the 
problems or opportunities faced by H M V . 
H M V has been facing a new challenge by starting its business in Hong Kong. 
That is, H M V has to deal wi th a new group of target customers who were unfamiliar 
with the novel CD retail concepts promoted by H M V . 
Problems have started to surface when the sales performance ofShatin store did 
not keep up with the other stores. Even though the traffic for every H M V store has 
proved satisfying, the sales level of each store has differed significantly from stores to 
stores. The main concern was that the sales turnover did not correspond to the heavy 
traffic in the Shatin store. Actually, we suspected that the same problem has existed in 
other H M V stores，though it was not acute enough to alarm the management. 
n MarketingResearch, 4th ed. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. p. 29. 
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We suspected that this difference in sales performance was brought by the 
difference in traffic composition. We were told that the traffic of Causeway Bay store 
and Shatin store was similar but the composition of the traffic varied. 
In Shatin store, the "window shoppers" outnumbered the actual buyers while the 
opposite happened in the Causeway Bay store. 
With reference to the above problems, research objectives were set up to address 
these problems of H M V as follows. 
(1) To help H M V to profile the existing and potential customers. 
(2) To compare the profile o f H M V ' s existing customers and potential customers of 
both Shatin store and Causeway Bay store. 
(3) To convert the "window shoppers” o f H M V into H M V customers. 
(4) To retain the existing customers and increase their buying volume. 
We considered that the consumers' lack of intentions to buy from the H M V 
stores as the root cause ofthe problems. Hence，we intended to find the solutions directly 
from the customers, perspectives. Although the Shatin store was more problematic, the 
results derived from one single store might be limited and discriminating. Thus, by 
conducting customer survey at two stores, we expected to attain a more extensive view 
and result to make sure that the marketing strategies we developed can apply to all Hong 




We have conducted a descriptive research study in order to acquire a basic 
understanding o fHMV 's existing shoppers. They survey could help H M V to discern the 
profile of both existing and potential customers. Two identical structured research 
studies were conducted in Causeway Bay store and Shatin store. 
Preliminary study was carried out before constructing the descriptive research 
study. Both first-hand information and secondary information were gathered. Since 
management's information was vital to the study, an interview with HMV's management 
was conducted. In an attempt to have a good research design, interviews with 
salespeople were carried out as well. Their front-line experiences and daily observations 
could complement to the management's information. In addition, interviews were set up 
with management of another large CD chain store so as to have a more comprehensive 
understanding of the retail industry and their experiences in chain store retailing. 
Secondary information mainly from Government Statistics was used as reference. 
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Data Collection 
Structured research was conducted in Causeway Bay and Shatin stores 
respectively. Duration of the fieldwork of the two studies was controlled within 3 
months. Al l the questionnaires were conducted at the exit of H M V stores. The 
questionnaire covered the areas concerning demographics, CD purchasing behaviour, 
and selection criteria. Information like age, sex, income, occupation, and residential 
district were procured in the demographic section. Store visiting behaviour and CD 
purchasing behaviour were examined in the CD purchasing behaviour section. Besides, 
the importance of the major selection criteria was also explored in the selection criteria 
section. ^»lease refer to Appendix X n i for both English and Chinese versions of the 
questionnaire.) 
In order to obtain information o f H M V ' s shoppers, all the questionnaires were 
conducted at H M V stores. Duration of the questionnaire was kept witMn five minutes 
due to the large sample and to avoid a traffic block at HMV. Instead of self-administered 
questionnaire, personal interview was preferred because interviewers could help the 
interviewees in answering the questionnaire by giving guidance. 
Sampling Plan 
Sample size of each survey was 200 and a total of 400 questionnaires were 
completed. I t was originally planned to quota the number ofbuyers (those who had 
番 
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bought in H M V ) and the number of"mere shoppers" (those who only shopped in H M V 
but had never bought in H M V ) in a manner similar to the actual traffic. However, there 
was no general agreement on this proportion. Hence, another sampling method was 
adopted. No particular dimension was used to control the sample, but let the sample fall 
into its own pattern. This was the best way to depict a real picture of the stores' traffic. 
Fieldwork periods were assigned in different time slots (morning, afternoon, and 
night) and different days in a week (weekdays and weekend) in order to avoid bias in 
picking up respondents and try to make the sample as representative as possible. In 
order to avoid bias in choosing respondents, we had set up the following mle. 
Interviewers numbered each person who went out of the store from one to five and 
interviewers would approach the fifth respondent to conduct the survey. I f that 
respondent rejected our request to participating in the survey, interviewers would start 
the numbering from one again and invite the next fifth shopper to conduct the survey. 
Terminology 
For the ease of understanding the analysis, here some vital terms used in the 
following section were explained. 
< ' M e r e shoppers" 
Light volume buyers 
'Buyers，’ < ^ 
\ Medium volume buyers 
Heavy volume buyers 
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(Mere shoppers" : those who have shopped in H M V but have not purchased CD from 
HMV. 
"Buyers" : those who have shopped in H M V and have purchased CD from HMV. 
Based on their purchase volume, "buyers" were subdivided into three categories, namely 
light volume buyers, medium volume buyers, and heavy volume buyers. 
Small retailers: individual CD retail store which was not a chain-operating store. 
Usage level: the number o f C D purchased by respondent each time. 
For the purpose of easy understanding, age and income were classified into several 
categories. 
Category Age Label 
1 10-15 Teenagers 
1 16-20 Teenagers 
2 21-25 Youngsters 
2 26-30 Youngsters 
3 31-35 Adults 
3 36-40 Adults 
4 41 or above Adults 
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Tncome group Category 
No income L 1 
Below HK$6,000 L2 
HK$6,001 - HK$9,000 L2 
HK$9,001-HK$12,000 L3 
HK$12,001-HK$15,000 L3 
HK$15,001 - HK$18,000 L4 
HK$18,001-HK$21,000 L4 
HK$21,001 -HK$24,000 L5 
HK$24,001 - HK$27,000 L5 
HK$27,001 - HK$30,000 L6 
Above HK$30,000 L6 
The terms used in following chapters (Data Analysis and Results as well as 
Recommendations) would follow the terminology defined here. 
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. CHAPTERW 
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
Information concerning the existing shoppers o f two H M V stores (Causeway 
Bay, and Shatin) was procured from our surveys. We would first examine the customers' 
information store by store. Then the two individual stores would be scrutinized 
comparatively. Within each store, customers' information would be analyzed by their 
demographics, CD purchasing habit, as well as selection criteria o f CD retailing stores. 
Causeway Bav Store 
Profile ofExisting Shoppers 
Due to the lack of H M V ' s understanding towards existing shoppers (here we 
meant both “buyers” and "mere shoppers”)，uncontrolled sampling method (neither 
demographics nor psychographic dimensions was introduced in controlling the sample) 
was adopted in an attempt to deliver a realistic glimpse of existing traffic situation. 
Hence, a brieflook at the characteristics ofexisting shopperswould be interrogated first 
because this representative sample could reflect the present traffic condition. 
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Demographics 
Though demographics were sometimes not the most useful dimension to help the 
company in formulating the right strategy, it happened that it was the most direct way to 
access the shopper pool ifthere was no previous knowledge towards the shoppers. Here 
some basic demographic dimensions like age, sex, occupation, income, and living 
districts were employed to explore the 200 respondents. 
The age o f H M V store shoppers in Causeway Bay ranged from 13 to 45 (Table 
1). However, the traffic was mainly composed of teenagers and young people aged 
13-20 and 21-30 respectively that they took up a total of 90 percent of the traffic. I t 
should be noted that teenagers aged 13-15 only accounted for 8.5 percent of the 
respondents while teenagers aged 16-20 represented a relatively larger proportion (34.5 
percent of the respondents). 
On the other hand, young people were also divided into two smaller segments for 
ease ofin-depth analysis. The proportion took up by young people aged 21-25 (26.5 
percent) was close to those aged 26-30 (20.5 percent). People aged 31-45 took up the 
rest 10 percent of the store traffic. 
I t was shown that the Causeway Bay store entertained both male and female 
shoppers and the survey revealed that the proportion of male (50 percent) and female 
(50 percent) shoppers was the same. Shoppers o f H M V store in Causeway Bay came 
from different walks ofl ife (Table 2) and it was revealed that white collar (34.5 percent) 
and student (40 percent) were HMV's major shoppers. 
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People could easily locate H M V store in this city, however when compared wi th 
small CD retailers ,which scattered around all districts in Hong Kong，HMV's presence 
in four prime locations was relatively less far-reaching. 
We tried to look into the district area where shoppers lived so as to see i f H M V 
served only local community or its presence was larger than expected. I t was discovered 
that shoppers did not mainly come from the nearby districts (Table 3). About 60 percent 
of shoppers lived in Hong Kong Island, 20.5 percent of them live in Kowloon and the 
rest (9.5 percent) of them in New Territories. This could be well justified because 
Causeway Bay was a commercial area that could pool traffic in. 
Most retailers may be extremely interested in the customers' buying potential 
which is largely affected by their income. From the survey, we could easily figure out 
the income level o fHMV's shoppers (Table 4). According to the Population By-census 
in 1996i8, median monthly income of working population was HK$9,500. Here we 
would not use this as a reference point for CD retail market because owning of CD 
player was still a luxury for the low income group. 
Thus, we classified all the respondents into six groups regarding their individual 
montMy income. I t was discovered that those who had no salary (L1) accounted for 
41.5 percent and those who had monthly income between HK$9,001 to HK$15,000 
accounted for 23 percent of the traffic (Table 4). 
181996 Population By-census Summary Results，Census and Statistics Department Hong 
Kong. 
18 rcmsumer Behaviour and Marketing Action 5也 ed. South -Western. 1995. P. 157. 
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CD Purchasing Habit 
After understanding the basic demographics of the shoppers in Causeway Bay 
store, it was also very important to look at their CD purchasing habit. Information 
concerning their visiting store habit, CD purchasing habit, usage level (number o f C D 
purchased each time) were being assessed. 
CD shoppers would usually visit more than one store. It was interesting to look 
at their visiting experience to have a preliminary understanding towards HMV's 
competitors. "Stores that shoppers have visited", and “most often visit store” were good 
indicators (Table 5). 
By looking at these two dimensions, we could generalize that small CD retailers 
(those who were a stand-alone operation and smaller in size) were the closest 
competitors since 89.5 percent o f H M V shoppers had visited those small retailers and 
21.5 percent ofthem visited those small retailers most often. KPS was also a popular 
store to visit with 82.5 percent o f H M V shoppers had visited. 
Among all the H M V shoppers, 69 percent of them claimed that their "most often 
visit store" was HMV. There was a significant relationship between “age，，and “visit to 
small retailers” Shoppers of a higher age group had not visited small retailers. I t was 
also discovered that there was a significant relationship between income and visit to 
small retailers as frequently as the lower age group. Shoppers with higher income tended 
to visit small retailers less often. 
Besides store visiting information, the customers' purchasing information (Table 
6) was vital to the retailers. A the majority of shoppers (89.5 percent) had bought CD 
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from H M V . This revealed that only around 10 percent of people going into the store had 
never bought CD from H M V . Retailer could hardly earn from this group o f shoppers 
and here we regarded this group of shoppers as “mere shoppers” CD buyers usually 
bought CD in more than one store，thus it was meaningful to know the store where they 
bought CD most often. 
Over hal fof the shoppers (50.5 percent) claimed that H M V was the store where 
they bought CD most often while 42.5 percent o f H M V shoppers purchased CDs from 
small retailers most often. I t seemed that ten percent of"mere shoppers" was a positive 
message to H M V because only ten percent o f the traffic hadn't contributed to store's 
sales. 
However, over 40 percent o f H M V shoppers opted small retailers as their “most 
often purchase store” This meant that though non-profit generating segment was small, 
quite a large number of shoppers preferred buying at small retailers. A larger proportion 
offemale had bought CD f romHMVthanmale. 
Then，the average number of CD they bought each time was examined. It was 
found that the average number o fCD they bought was 1.48 which revealed that most of 
the shoppers were not used to buy a lot of CDs each time. This was reconfirmed by the 
fact that 77 percent of shoppers usually bought less than two CDs per purchase. It was 
found that there was a significant relationship between age and number of CD bought 
each time. Younger people tended to buy less CD each time. 
Shoppers' selection criteria in choosing CD store was the key concern for the 





Availability of other products 3.09 
Trial listening 3.77 
Store environment 3.72 
^This was a five-point scale with 5 representing very important and 1 suggesting not 
important at all. 
Generally speaking, price (mean: 4.16) was the most important criterion among 
the five selection criteria. I t could be generalized that 4 other criteria (service, 
availability ofother products, trial listening, and store environment) were considered as 
"somewhat important” with average importance less than 4. 
It was also discovered that There was a relationship between age and the 
perceived importance of price. Younger people (10-30) tended to be more price 
conscious than older people (above 30). Moreover, there was significant differences 
between male and female towards the selection criteria like service, availability ofother 
product, and store environment (Table 7). 
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Profile o f H M V Buyers and ‘Mere Shoppers" 
As one ofour research objectives was to convert "mere shoppers" into buyers so 
that H M V could also benefit from this 10 percent of traffic. Here the shoppers' 
demographics, CD purchasing behavior and selection criteria were pursued with respect 
to these two distinct groups of shoppers, “mere shoppers" and "buyers". “Mere 
shoppers” referred to those people who had visited H M V store but had never bought one 
single CD from H M V whereas "buyers" referred to those people who had visited and 
bought CDs from H M V . 
I t was found that 90 percent o f H M V shoppers had bought CDs from H M V 
Causeway Bay store and only 10 percent ofthe traffic had never bought CD from H M V 
store. Among the 10 percent of shoppers，2 percent of them were those who never 
bought CD regardless ofwhich store and 8 percent of the shoppers had visited H M V but 
chose not to purchase from H M V . The “mere shoppers" includes these two groups of 
people because they had never bought a CD from H M V . However, they could be 
potential buyers as they somehow showed interest in the CDs or other relating products. 
Demographics 
It was shown that those who had bought CD from H M V were significantly 
younger (average age: 22.6) than "buyers" (25.6) (Table 8). In addition, there was a 
significant relationship between sex and purchase of CD from HMV. The majority 
of"mere shoppers" (90 percent) were male while male and female demonstrated similar 
distribution within the "buyers" group. 
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There was around one fifth ofmale shoppers did not buy from H M V whilst only 
2 percent offemale did not purchase from HMV. I t indicated that female preferred to 
buy from H M V when compared to male. Besides, there was no relationship between the 
districts people lived in and the purchase of CDs from HMV. It was revealed that the 
majority of"mere shoppers” (42.9 percent) belonged to low income group (HK$6,000 
to HK$9,000) whereas monthly income of"buyers" ranged from HK$0 to HK$18,000 
(Table 9). 
CD purchasing habit 
From our survey, we discovered that there was a significant relationship between 
"purchase o fCD from H M V " and "visit ofother CD stores” The the majority of “mere 
shoppers" (65 percent) hadn't visit Tower Records while 60.9 percent of"buyers" had 
visited Tower Records. 
Moreover, only 5 percent of"mere shoppers" had visited Hong Kong Records 
while more than one-third (43.6 percent) of"buyers" had visited Hong Kong Records. 
We could state that those who had bought CD from H M V had a large exposure towards 
large CD retailers (Table 10). 
The popularity ofsmall retailers among "mere shoppers" was illustrated by our 
findings that all of them had visited small retailers. In addition, +h^? majority of 
"buyers" (88.8 percent) had visited small retailers. It again confirmed the popularity of 
small CD retailers in Hong Kong. 
Furthermore, H M V was the most popular CD store (73.2 percent) in terms of 
visit frequency among those who had bought CDs from HMV. However, the majority 
of"mere shoppers" (60 percent) visited small retailers most often. 
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Most importantly, it was also discovered that there was a significant relationship 
between purchase ofCDs from H M V and the favorite visiting store o f shoppers / buyers 
(Table 11). The majority ofthose who hadn't bought CD from H M V preferred to visit 
small retailers instead of chain CD stores. On the contrary, more than one-third o f 
"buyers" preferred to visit chain store instead of small retailers. 
I t was beyond doubt that shoppers' purchasing behavior was extremely essential 
to retailers in terms of store traffic and sales volume. I t ascertained that Hong Kong 
Records and Tower Records were not H M V ' s head-on competitors in the “mere 
shoppers" segment because none of the "mere shoppers" had spent a dollar at Hong 
Kong Records and Tower Records. 
The only chain store that "mere shoppers" (5 percent) had bought CD was KPS. 
But most o f the “mere shoppers’’ (75 percent) had bought in small retailers (Table 12). 
The figures concerning "stores that they had bought most CDs from" agreed with the 
above findings. Small retailers won with hands down since nearly all "mere shoppers" 
(93.8 percent) bought CD from them most often (Table 13). 
The survey pointed to the fact that H M V buyers not only bought from H M V , 
chain stores like KPS, Tower Records, and Hong Kong Records were their popular 
choices as well (Table 12). We should never overlook the potency of small retailers 
because 83.2 percent ofbuyers had brought from small retailers. 
The survey delineated that “mere shoppers" and "buyers" had similar purchasing 
habit in terms ofnumber of CD purchase each time. The average number o f CD bought 
each time for "mere shoppers" was 1.28 while that of"buyers" was 1.49. There was no 
significant differences among these two groups. For "mere shoppers", they 
concentrated on buying Canton pop, and International pop whereas “buyers，，usually had 
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more diverse preference over different categories of music. However, Canton pop, and 
International pop were still the mainstream. 
To convert “mere shoppers" into "buyers" was one o f the main objectives; 
however, we could not afford to overlook the importance o f retaining existing "buyers". 
Hence, the purchasing behavior particular to those who had purchased from H M V was 
examined in details. More than ha l fo f the "buyers" (54.4 percent) hadjust bought CD 
within the past two weeks while about one-fifth of them had bought CD from H M V at 
about three months' time or even more (Table 14). Besides，only 18.8 percent were 
frequent buyers (purchase CD every week or every 2 weeks) at H M V . On the , 
other hand, more than one-fifth o f H M V "buyers" (21.7 percent) bought CD only every 
three months or more than every three months (Table 15). It reasoned to say that H M V 
stores were filled with a lot ofinfrequent, and low usage (number of CD purchased each 
time = 1.49) '^uyers". This was not a good sign for HMV. 
Selection criteria 
After all，selection criteria were the most momentous issue to consider and here 
we tried to find out whether there were significant differences in their selection criteria 
for the “mere shoppers" and “buyers，，. The data showed similar rating on the various 
selection criteria among the two groups and there was no real difference among them 
except "store environment". Those who had bought CD from H M V placed 3.8 on the 
importance of store environment that was significantly higher than that of "mere 
shoppers" (Table 16). 
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Profile ofBuyers wi th regard to their Purchase Volume 
From the above analysis, we could learn that the purchase volume o f H M V 
'^uyers" were quite low. Thus，it was an opportunity for H M V to heighten its sales 
turnover by increasing their purchase volume. As a result, detail analysis based on 
purchase volume of"buyers" was under investigation in this section. There were several 
dimensions, like purchase frequency, and number of CD purchased each time that could 
indicate their purchase volume. ‘ 
In order to deliver an accurate measurement o f purchase volume we intended to 
introduce a more convenient and standardized calculating method.. I t was done by 
multiplying the number o f C D purchased each time with the purchasing frequency which 
was converted into the total number of CD purchase per year. Hence, the larger the 
number, the higher the purchase volume. For example, a customer, who bought CD 
from H M V once a week (52 weeks per year) with one CD per purchase, would get a 
number of 52 as purchase volume. Then, we roughly classified all the buyers into 3 
categories in terms of their purchase volume. 
Buyers with purchase volume between 1 to 21.9 belonged to light volume 
buyers; those with purchase volume between 22 to 42.9 was classified as medium 
volume buyers; buyers with purchase volume amounted 43 or above was regarded as 
heavy volume buyers. From the survey, 64.4 percent of those who had bought CD from 




The majority of low volume buyers were those aged between 13 to 20 (49.1 
percent) while relatively older buyers aged 21 to 30 were the majority in both medium 
and heavy volume categories (54.3 percent and 55.6 percent respectively) (Table 18). 
However, there was no relationship between age and purchase volume. 
In addition，sex was also a crucial element to consider. There was a significant 
relationship between sex and purchase volume. The majority ofl ight volume buyers (56 
% 
percent) and medium volume buyers (60.9 percent) were female while heavy volume 
buyers were mostly male (72.2 percent) (Table 19). 
However, there was no relationship between age and purchase volume. The 
group with no income were the majority of l ight volume buyers (45.7 percent). It was 
not surprising because most ofthem were students with limited allowance given by their 
parents. 
There was also a relationship between income and purchase volume. The low 
income group was the majority ofl ight volume buyers and medium volume buyers (Table 
20). Besides, the majority of heavy volume buyers belonged to middle income group 
(HK$9,001 to HK$21,000). 
CD purchasing habit 
Store visiting experience among the three groups of people were summarized in 
Table 21. Relationships between “store ever visit" and "purchase volume" were 
discerned. The pattern for Hong Kong Records, and Tower Records were similar. 
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There was a relationship between purchase volume and store visiting experience in 
Tower Records and Hong Kong Records. Most low volume buyers had never visited 
Hong Kong Records, and Tower Records whereas most medium and high volume 
buyers had visited Hong Kong Records and Tower Records. 
In addition, most low volume buyers and heavy volume buyers had visited small 
retailers. Comparatively speaking, less medium volume buyers had visited small 
retailers. However, regardless ofpurchase volume category one belonged to, most of 
the buyers preferred to visit chain stores instead of small retailers (Table 22). Besides, 
the majority ofbuyers (regardless oftheir purchase volume) visited H M V most often. 
»« 
There was a relationship between "purchase volume" and "store ever bought ； 
I 
CD” for Tower Records, Hong Kong Records, and KPS (Table 23). It was interesting 
to find out that light volume buyers preferred to buy from KPS rather than Tower 
Records, and Hong Kong Records. When considering the heavy volume buyers, most of 
them had bought CD from all chain stores and small retailers. 
I t was also interesting to find out that most medium volume buyers had bought 
CD from Hong Kong Records. Some CD buyers might buy CDs from a lot of places. 
Then, another important question to ask was where they bought CD most often (Table 丨 
24). I t was unveiled that small retailers were the places where light volume buyers 
bought most often while medium and heavy volume buyers bought CDs from H M V 
most often. 
Next，we tried to compare the chain stores (including KPS, Tower Records， 
H M V , and Hong Kong Records) against small retailers in this aspect. We leamed that 
there was a relationship between “most often buy CD store" (Chain store vs. small 
retailers) and "purchase volume" (Table 24). It was obvious that there was keen 
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competition in the market ofl ight volume buyers between chain stores and small retailers 
because half of them preferred to buy CDs from H M V most often while half of them 
preferred to buy from small retailers. Nevertheless, chain stores dominated the medium 
and high volume buyer segment. 
In terms oftypes o f C D people usually bought, there exists some differences for 
various group of buyers. The majority of light volume buyers (69.8 percent) usually 
bought Canton pop while most medium (41.3 percent) and heavy volume buyers (44.4 




Selection criteria ； 
Regardless of the purchase volume, the price was regarded as "somewhat 
important" and there was no relationship between "purchase volume" and the 
importance of"pr ice" as a selection criterion (Table 25). It was also discovered that 
medium volume buyers rated service (mean: 3.57) significantly more important than 
heavy volume buyers (mean: 3) and light volume buyers (3.17). 
There was a significant relationship between "purchase volume" and the 
importance of “availability of other products". Light (mean: 2.96) and heavy volume ； 
buyers (mean: 2.72) demonstrated a neutral attitude towards "availability of other 
products" and they generally perceived it as "neither important and unimportant". 
On the other hand, medium volume buyers (mean: 3.57) expressed a higher 
concem on this criterion. Similar pattem existed in another selection criterion — trial 
listening. There was a significant relationship between "purchase volume" and the 
importance of "trial listening". Medium volume buyers (mean: 4.22) perceived trial 
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listening more important than that ofl ight (mean: 3.64) and heavy volume buyers (mean: 
3.67). 
Finally, the survey revealed that store environment was perceived as more 
important in the eyes ofmedium volume buyers (mean: 4.37) than light volume buyers 
(mean: 3.54). To sum up, medium volume buyers had a different set ofselection criteria. 
Store environment and trial listening, which were not widely perceived as vital to other 
segments, were important to medium volume buyers. 










The shoppers' base was mainly composed of teenagers aged 12 to 20 and they 
, • 
accounted for 46.7 percent ofthe' traffic. The second largest group of shoppers were 
I 
those aged 21 to 30 (40.2 percent). These two younger group of shoppers already 
accounted for 87 percent of Shatin store's traffic. Shoppers aged from 31 to 58 only 
accounted for a total of 13 percent (Table 26). 
Female shoppers exceeded male shoppers by 2 percent. In addition, the number 
offemale shoppers outweighed that ofmale for the teenagers' group (those aged 12 to 
20) but the situation reversed in youngsters (aged 21 to 30) and adults group (aged 31 or 
above) (Table 27). 
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I t was not surprising that 45 percent of shoppers had no income because most o f 
them were students. One-fifth of shoppers (20.5 percent) belonged to middle-lower 
income group wi th individual monthly income between HK$ 9000 to 15,000. I t should 
also be noted that 16 percent of shoppers had income less than HK$ 9000. 
CD purchasing habit 
Most o f the H M V shoppers (87.5 percent) had visited small retailers and KPS 
were the also popular in this aspect wi th 66.5 percent of shoppers had visited KPS. On 
. ’ 
the other hand. Tower Records，and Hong Kong Records had relatively poor | 
I 
performance in this aspect (Table 28). Not surprisingly, H M V was “the most often 
！ 
.I 
visited store" of most shoppers (74 percent) and 17 percent of shoppers visited small | 
I 
retailers most often. i 
i 
I t was unexpected to discover that there was a relationship between "sex" and ！ 
‘Visit at Tower Records". Over 60 percent of those who had visited Tower Records 
were male and the majority offemale (80.8 percent) had not visited Tower Records. 
In addition, there was a significant relationship between “age” and ‘Visit in small | 
retailers". The majority ofteenagers (92.5 percent) had visited small retailers while 26.9 , 
percent of adults had never visited small retailers. 
There was a significant relationship between "income level" and "visit o fHong 
Kong Records". I t was found that more shoppers with higher income had visited Hong 
Kong Records and most ofthe low income shoppers had not visited the same store. 
Among all the H M V shoppers, only about 82 percent of them had bought CD 
from H M V , however 77 percent of them had bought from small retailers (Table 29). 
•；•；. 
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Among all the chain stores. Hong Kong Records, and Tower Records were relatively 
weak in performance with respect to consumers' buying habit because only about one-
tenth of shoppers had bought CD from these two stores. I t was befitting to say that 
HMV's head-on competitor was the small retailers. About half o f H M V shoppers (47.6 
percent) bought from small retailers most often whilst 47.1 percent opted H M V as their 
"most often purchase store". 
I t was also found that the majority ofteenagers (81.7 percent) and youngsters 
(80 percent) had bought CDs in small retailers whereas only half o f the adults had 
purchased in small retailers. 
There was a significant relationship between "income level" and "purchase ; 
store” Smaller proportion ofpeople with lower income had bought from Hong Kong 
Records and a larger proportion ofcustomers with higher income had bought from Hong 1 
Kong Records. I t was also discovered that all of the high income shoppers had bought 
from HMV. The average number of CD each person bought each time was 1.45 and 70 
！ 
percent of buyers usually bought one CD each time. Moreover, there was no 
relationship between sex and usage level. 
Nevertheless, the usage level ofadults (mean: 1.87) was significantly higher than 
that of youngsters (mean: 1.44). The usage level between low income shoppers and j 
medium income shoppers was significantly different. Medium income shoppers (mean: 
1.61) possessed a relatively higher usage level than low income shoppers (1.32). 
Canton pop was still the most popular type of CDs being bought and 
International pop followed. In addition, there was no relationship between “sex” and 
"types of CD bought". The majority of those who usually bought Canton pop (65.8 
percent) and International pop (52.8 percent)belonged to the lower income group while 
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the majority o f those who usually bought Mandarin pop belonged to middle income 
group. 
Selection criteria 
Price, trial listening, and store environment were considered by all shoppers as 
"somewhat important" wi th price rated as the most important among the five criteria. 
They expressed a more neutral attitude towards the rest，service and availability ofother 
«• 
products (Table 30). From the survey, there was no relationship between sex and ) 
； 
importance of the criteria customers rated. 
There was no relationship between age and the importance ofprice, service and 
availability of other products. However, youngsters (aged 21 to 30) (mean: 3.84) | 
i 
perceived trial listening as a more important selection criterion than that of teenagers 
. i 
(aged 12 to 20) (mean: 3.52). 
Besides, there was a significant difference between the perceived importance of 
store environment between adults (aged 31 or above) and youngsters. The importance 
of store environment was perceived to be more important in the eyes of adults than 
youngsters. Moreover, medium and high income shoppers tended to rate trial listening 
as a more important criterion than that o f low income shoppers. 
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Profile o f H M V Buyers and "Mere Shoppers" 
Demographics 
The survey unveiled that 18 percent o f shoppers had never bought a CD (“mere 
shoppers") at H M V . Among all the "mere shoppers”，only less than one-fifth o f them 
never bought CDs and the rest o f them shopped at H M V but they had never spent a 
dollar in H M V but they bought from other stores. 
From the survey, it was shown that those "mere shoppers" were young people. 
The majority (52.8 percent) of"mere shoppers" belonged to the 12 to 20 age group and “ 
.1 j 
36.1 percent of “mere shoppers" aged between 20 to 30. Age distribution of"buyers" : 
were quite similar to that of"mere shoppers，’ except a higher percentage (4.8 percent 
more) o f30 to 40 adults. 
Over half of "mere shoppers" (52.8 percent) had no income because most of | 
them were students and “mere shoppers" wi th monthly income between HK$ 9000 to 
15000 also took up 27.8 percent. Relatively less “buyers” (43.3 percent) belonged to the 
no income group. The proportion of male (around 48 percent) and female customers 
i 
(around 52 percent) were very similar for both "mere shoppers" and "buyers". 
1 
CD purchasing habit 
Among all “mere shoppers", 86.1 percent of them had visited small retailers and 
69.4 percent of them had visited KPS. It seemed that except H M V , small retailers and 
KPS were also popular choices to visit. Relatively more “buyers” had visited Tower 
.i 
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Records and Hong Kong Records than "mere shoppers". However, small retailers still 
dominated in this aspect (Table 31). 
Regardless of "mere shoppers" and "buyers", H M V was the store that they 
visited most often. This was interesting that though "mere shoppers" didn't buy CD 
from H M V , they still liked to visit H M V a lot (Table 32). Furthermore, among those 
who claimed they visited small retailers most often only 29.4 percent hadn't buy at 
HMV. This meant that though people liked to visit small retailers, they also had bought 
CDs from HMV. However, quite a large proportion of those who visited KPS most 
often hadn't bought from HMV. 
About two-third of "mere shoppers" had bought in small retailers and about 80 ) 
I 
percent of "buyers" had bought in small retailers (Table 32). There was a significant 
relationship between purchase from H M V and purchase in KPS (Table 33). It should be : 
noted that KPS was also a popular store that "buyers" (43.8%) visited while 34.1 percent 
丨. i 
ofthem had visited KPS. ！ 
It was confirmed that nearly 90 percent of “mere shoppers" bought CDs from 
small retailers most while the majority of"buyers" (54.4 percent) bought CDs most often 
f romHMV(Table 34). Additionally, there was a relationship between "purchase from 
H M V " and “most often purchase store” It was the fact that “mere shoppers" preferred 
to buy CD in small retailers while "buyers" preferred to buy in chain store. 
It was encouraging to find out that around 80 percent of"buyers" hadjust made 
a purchase at H M V within the past one month and 44.5 percent of them did so within the 
past one week (Table 35). Purchase frequency of "buyers" at H M V was also quite 
good. Over 60 percent ofthem usually bought CDs from H M V at least once a month 
(Table 36). . 
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I t was also discovered that usage level o f "buyers" was significantly different 
from “mere shoppers". Regardless of the store, "buyers" usually bought more CDs each 
time than "mere shoppers" did. For “mere shoppers”，Canton pop (73.3 percent) and 
International pop (6.7 percent) were their usual choices while the choice o f "buyers，， 
showed more variations. 
Selection criteria 
There was a general agreement on the importance of price and both “mere 
shoppers" and "buyers" perceived price as “somewhat important,,(Table 37). For the ！ 
! 
“buyers”，trial listening was the second most important criterion. Besides，both groups 
i 
of people perceived availability of other products as "somewhat unimportant". I 
Nevertheless, there was no relationship between the five criteria and purchase from 
i 
H M V . 




Here we classified all the buyers into light volume buyers, medium volume 
buyers, and heavy volume buyers according to the rules described earlier. The 
distribution was 65.6 percent of l ight volume buyers, 19.6 percent of medium buyers, 
and 14.7 percent ofheavy volume buyers (Table 38). 
Still, light volume buyers dominated the H M V stores. Over half of l ight volume 
buyers (52.3 percent) had no income and most of them were students. The majority of 
medium volume buyers had monthly income between HK$ 9000 to 15000. There was 
^ 
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no relationship between sex and purchase volume. The male and female customers 
accounted for nearly same proportion in each category. 50.9 percent of l ight volume 
buyers aged between 12 to 20 while the majority o f medium volume buyers (50 percent) 
aged between 21 to 30. 
CD purchasing behavior 
Regardless o f purchase volume, small retailers and KPS were the two most 
popular stores to visit (Table 39). H M V was still the store that most shoppers preferred 
to visit most. Among the visit frequency in chain retailers, KPS performed relatively well : , 
especially in the medium volume segment. 
I t was also found that 53.4 percent of light volume buyers visited H M V most | 
while 50 percent o f medium volume buyers visited small retailers most (Table 40). 
I 
There was a significant relationship between "purchase volume" and "store (which 
customers) buy CD most often" (Table 42). Heavy volume buyers preferred to buy from 
chain stores while light volume and medium volume buyers liked both small retailers and 
chain stores. 丨 
t 
Selection criteria 
According to，there was no relationship between purchase volume and the 
importance ofthe five criteria. I t should be noted that heavy volume buyers placed equal 
importance on price and service. Still, both the light volume buyers and medium volume 
.A 
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buyers perceived availability of other products as “somewhat unimportant" and only 
heavy volume buyers expressed a neutral attitude on this aspect (Table 43). 
5^ummarv of Analysis and Results 
All the data analysis and results would be summarised in the following for easy 
reference. 
All the shoppers (ofboth Shatin and CausewayBay HMV stores) ] 
1 
I 
Demographics Young people dominated 
The majority of shoppers belonged to no income group 
CD Most-often-purchasing store: 
purchasing 1 HMV 
habit 2. Small retailers 
Number o f C D purchased each time was around one 
Selection Priority: 
criteria 1 Price 
2. Trial 
3. Store environment i 
4. Service 
5. Availability ofother products ' 
Female shoppers perceived “service”，"availability ofother products", 
and "store environment" as more important than male shoppers. 
^ 
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“ Buyers (include both stores) Mere shoppers 
(include both stores) 
Demographics~~~Relatively younger Relatively older 
Most of the female had bought CD f r o m H M V 
CD purchasing~~Relatively large exposure to other Relatively less exposure to other 
habit stores stores 
Most-often-visited store: H M V Most-often-visited store: small 
retailers 
Prefer chain store Prefer small retailers ‘ 
I 
I 
Most-often-purchasing store: Most-often-purchasing store: ‘ 
H M V small retailers 
^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ « _ « « « « « ^ « ！ 
No big difference in number of CD purchased each time | 
Selection Priority: Priority: ! 
criteria 
1. Price 1. Price 
2. Store environment 2. Trial | 
3 Trial 3. Store environment 
4. Service 4. Service 








Buyer segments Heavy volume Medium volume Light volume 
Demographics Relatively older Relatively older Younger 
Mainly male Mainly female Mainly female 
“ ‘ The majority o f them 
belong to no income 
group 
CD purchasing Relatively less go to 
habit small retailers 
Larger exposure to other stores (both visit Less exposure to 
and purchase) other stores (both 
visit and purchase) 
Most-often-purchasing store; H M V Most-often-
purchasing store: ‘ 
small retailers 
^^ __^ ^^ _^ ^^ _^ ^^ «^_^ _^^ «« I 
Selection criteria~~~ Priority: Priority: Priority: \ 
I 
1. Price 1. Store 1. Price 
2. Store environment 2. Trial i 
environment 2. Trial 3. Store 
3 Trial 3. Price Environment 
4. Service 4. Service 4. Service 
5. Availability o f 5. Availability of 5. Availability of 
other products other products other products 
! 
Through the detailed analysis，we were able to gained a better understanding of ‘ 
the customer segments. The results derived would become useful tools to guide and 





The main concem ofthis project was to develop effective strategies which could 
convert the potential consumers to HMV's buyers. According to our survey, preliminary 
understanding ofthe buying behaviour of customers was attained, we believed that the 
strategies of channelling the heavy store traffic to the realised sales volume were 
basically two-fold. 
First, to convince the "mere shoppers" who had never bought from H M V to start 
buying there. Second, to convert the “shooting gun" buyers (who buy from various CD 
retailers) to store-loyal H M V customers. They could be spread among the heavy， 
medium and light consumer categories. Thus, we aimed to boost the buying volume per 
purchase as well as the buying frequency of all three segments. 
f 
The strategies and tactics recommended would answer specifically to the 
problems we have uncovered in the analysis in order to ensure the high practicality and 
usefulness of such recommendations to the H M V marketing management. 
A 
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The Marketing Model 
~Customer Profile Report 
Analysis 
，r 
Segmentation Market Segmentation 
+ 
Target Group Analysis 
_ _ ^ ^ : r ^ 
Segment A Segment B Segment C Segment D 
"Mere Light buyers Medium Heavy 
shoppers" Buyers Buyers 
i 
1 r 1^  ！ 
Generic Objectives ！ 
Objectives -Enlarge market ： 
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Customer ^ ». Customer Store ； 
Satisfaction Loyalty 
T _ • • 
Segment A Segment B Segment C Segment D 
Marketing Tactics "Mere Light buyers Medium Heavy 
shoppers" Buyers Buyers 
， r 







The Market S^^gmentation h r H M V Customers 
Our analysis revealed that all demographics，individual purchasing pattern and 
selection criteria had significantly affected the choice of shops from which the 
consumers bought CDs. We have segmented the non-buyers and the existing H M V 
customers into four groups based on their CD purchasing behaviour. 
(1) 'Mere shoppers" who had never bought from H M V though they might visit H M V 
stores regularly. 
(2) ‘T^ight buyers" who were definitely price conscious and selected only one or two 
music categories. More efforts were called for to build up relationship and cultivate 
I 
loyalty. Nevertheless, the enormous segment indicated a business potential which | 
could not be ignored. 
(3) ‘Medium buyers" who represented the perfect match supply and demand of H M V ; 
marketing efforts. They valued the "hard benefits” (including the prime location of 
the H M V store，the in-store environment, the product variety and product range, the 
entertainment facilities, the testing machines provided by H M V ) most. Continuous | 
improvement in service could almost guarantee customer satisfaction and loyalty 
which other small retailers and chain stores found arduous to compete with. 
(4) ' ^eavy buyers" who were the ideal customers to HMV. A carefully planned and 
implemented "Customer Retention Program" needed to be tailored for this segment. 
jk 
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Different segments had various perceptions towards CD purchase. This affected 
the involvement level oftheir purchase behaviour. In other words, each segment had its 
own distinct level ofinvolvement in disparate aspects. The terminology was as follows. 
(1) A high involvement purchasing behaviour ^^could be divided into : 
(a) the level of search which was characterised by an active, intentional information 
gathering process in an extended search through many sources, and 
(b) the features of the evaluation process included (i) the trading offbetween many 
criteria, (ii) the evaluation and decision making done outside the point-of-
purchase, (iii) optimal solution sought, (iv) liking of the products developed 
before trial, as well as (v) personality and lifestyle reflected in the product 
purchase. 
(1) A high involvement product tended to bear a higher monetary cost with reference to 
the income level, to the consumer. High perceived risk was also associated with the 
CD purchase, since CDs were supposed to be a durable (life-time) product， 
representing an once-and-for-all decision making (as a repeat purchase ofthe same 
CD would be totally redundant). 
(2) A high involvement consumer might engage in a high involvement purchasing 
behaviour and considered the items purchased as high involvement product. Other 
determinants may include (i) the level ofusage, (ii) product variety preferred and (iii) 
main selection criteria in making a purchase. 
By learning all the demographic details, buying behaviour, selection criteria of 
stores and level ofinvolvement of various different customer segments, we were in a 
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better position to design certain tailor-made features or services needed to appeal to 
customers in each particular segment. 
We may introduce some “soft benefits" which referred to those privileges which 
customers could experience or attain when they bought in the H M V stores. In order to 
develop marketing tactics that worked well towards the target segment, an adequate 
understanding ofthat segment needed to be gained. 
Target Group Analysis 
Given that (1) buyers were generally price-conscious customers since price was 
the most important selection criterion in CD purchase across all four segments, and (2) 
the wide coverage ofsmall retailers across the territory, H M V might somehow facilitate 
the sales ofthese small retailers. 
For example, when a consumer is considering buying a particular CD and he/she 
happens to wander around the H M V store to while away some time. The person has a 
trial listen ofthe CD and like it a lot. Hence，the risk factor ofbuying a mediocre CD is 
eliminated. However, the price is notably higher than that quoted in the small retailers. 
When these two factors combine together, the psychological impact (lower product risk 
and lower monetary cost for the same product) tends to accelerate the decision process 
ofbuying from the small retailer, especially when it is extremely convenient to do so. 
Although this picture does not represent all the H M V customers, it may well 
describe the typical behaviour ofthe "mere shoppers" and the “light buyers，，who liked to 
visit the H M V stores, especially in the Shatin store. They were the prime reason for the 
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heavy store traffic which did not generate a correspondent, optimistic sales volume as 
anticipated. 
Since a consumer could be directly benefited from the “hard benefits”，once they 
visited or shopped in the store. Though some of these benefits were enjoyed by the 
customers, there was no guarantee that these "hard benefits" could induce the H M V 
visitors to buy there. 
As a result, we suggested that “soft benefits" be introduced to fulfil l the 
satisfaction o f t h e increasingly sophisticated customers and to adapt to constantly 
changing customer expectation. Different customer segments may want distinct 
prerogatives which can precisely address to their needs. The valuable information 
required to develop the "soft benefits" comes essentially from the respective individual 
customers who can significantly represent the group of customers they belong to. 
Genenc Marketing Obiectives 
Before going into any details, three primary marketing objectives are needed to 
define the scope of the marketing efforts putting on all four customer segments as 
identified. These objectives were : (1) To enlarge the market, (2) To increase market 
share, and (3) To improve profitability. 
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Enlarge the Market 
Since the percentage of"mere shoppers" is low，the future growth wi l l be quite 
limited. The best strategy is to turn the "mere shoppers" into the next customer segment 
--- the "light buyers". 
Increase Market Share 
Since "light buyers" and "medium buyers" are the largest and second largest 
segment o f H M V total customers respectively, H M V can concentrate on targeting her 
marketing efforts to these two segments. Besides, these segments tend to shop around 
and spread the purchase among various small retailers and chain stores. I f H M V can 
increase the market share in these segments, profitability wi l l naturally follow. 
Improve Profitability 
Although "heavy buyers" is the smallest segment, their high purchase volume is 
the reason why H M V cannot ignore this segment. Thus, on the top ofretention, a further 
increase in market share in this segment is vital to a healthy profit. 
Specific Objectives for H M V 
While carrying the above objectives, more specific objectives are needed to 
define the clear direction of the future strategies and tactics. Every strategy and tactic 
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should be conceived from the consumers' perspectives. We have formulated three main 
objectives as the themes ofeach marketing strategies and tactics in the following. 
(1) To build up a unique H M V store image which promotes relation building wi th 
customers. 
(2) To promote customer satisfaction at each distinct customer segments through 
different aspects. 
(3) To cultivate customer store loyalty towards H M V . 
These three objectives are highly interrelated with and complementary to one 
another. When well-managed, the synergistic effects of all three objectives help 
consolidate the existing sales volume and gain a steady and foreseeable growth in the 
coming future. 
Analvsis of Mere Shoppers 
The “mere shoppers” only generated traffic in the store without contributing to 
the sales volume o f the store. At first，HMV staff told us their rough estimation that 
“mere shoppers" might constitute one-third of the total store visitors. 
As hinted from our survey result, it was a relief to learn that the actual 
percentage was not as alarming as expected by HMV. In the Shatin store, “mere 
shoppers" took up 18% of total store visitors. The demographics might justify their 
reasons ofnot buying any CDs or not buying in H M V since more than halfofthem were 
below the age of twenty and had no source of income. Thus, the CD was a high 
involvement product to them and they showed a highly involved purchasing behaviour in 
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their search, were highly involved. However, they could not be termed as highly 
involved customers as their usage level was low and product variety sought was limited. 
The small portion and the low purchase volume indicated that this was not a 
profit-generating segment. I t wi l l not be cost effective i f a lot o f marketing effort was 
targeted at this group. Yet, some small promotional tactics may kick of f their initial 
buying in H M V . Once they become the Light buyers, other promotion tactics may appeal 
them too. 
The Marketing Tactics for Mere Shoppers 
Free CD Trial in Neighbouring Retail Stores 
To initiate unintentional buying ofthe mall visitors or shoppers, H M V may try to 
give free CD samples to the neighbouring retail stores such as food, clothing or even 
supermarket chains. I fsome trendy songs are played，the retail outlets may have a more 
upbeat image and attract more customers. H M V can request the stores to put a 
transparent plate，which bears the H M V logo，to show the currently playing CD. This is 
mutually beneficial to both parties. The popular and heavy-traffic retail chains may 
increase the customer exposure to the new release. This wil l dramatically help promote 
the CD for both the distributors and HMV, though it should be bear in mind that the 
issues concerning the copyright needs to be worked out in advance. 
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Coupons 
Although H M V has issued certain coupons to promote sales (Appendix X) , 
these coupons were not particularly useful to the "mere shoppers" because the $5 
coupon could only be used upon a purchase up to $ 100 . The "mere shoppers" mainly 
bought Canton pop which cost much less than $ 100. It was unlikely for them to cash 
in the coupon by buying two Canton pop CDs at one purchase (as their usage level is 
only L22 per year). Besides, buying a Canton pop from small retailers saved mx>re 
than $10 per CD. No "mere shoppers" would care for a $5 coupon. 
Therefore, H M V may wajit to consider giving out a coupon which is more 
compatible to the market price offered in other stores. Or，the coupon can be 
consumed when buying a regular-priced Canton pop CD，rather than setting an 
unrealistic requirement which can't be fulfil led. 
Set a Time Slot for CD on Sales 
The mere shoppers' buying behaviour collaborated with most of the 
dimensions o f a h i ^ involvement evaluation process. However, they concentrated 
on price as the most important criterion, signi%ing a low involvement evaluation 
consideration. 
The marketing implication for this low-involvement purehase decision 
indicates that CD purchase is subject to a high price elasticity. H M V can pick a time 
slot on weekdays when there are mostly “mere shoppers" in HMV, to promote a 5% 
discount on every purchase. Since price reduction can only be considered as a 
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short term tactic, H M V may take a trial period and compare the increase in sales and 
profit to see i f i t is worthwhile to continue this promotional tactics. 
Men's Day 
As it was noted that male “mere shoppers" outnumbered the female and that male 
shoppers were less concerned with the in-store environment. Men's Day may be put 
forwards to initiate the purchasing attempts of male “mere shoppers". On the Men's day, 
the male shoppers may enjoy a price reduction on all CDs, or a selection ofCDs specified 
by the stores. 
Analvsis of the Light Buvers 
This customer segment was overwhelmed with young people. They were more 
frequent visitors and buyers in small retailers when compared to other segments. Their 
usage level, which was directly proportionate to their age and income / allowance level, 
was low. All the level ofinvolvement ofsuch group was similar to the “mere shoppers" 
except that their usage level is a little bit higher. 
This customer segment identified that they were in favour of the location, in-
store environment and entertainment facilities provided. This was exactly why heavy 
store traffic accumulate in the off-school hour. Since the teenagers usually had a lot of 
time to kill, but limited allowance to spend, it made perfect sense i f they liked to spend 
hours in the H M V stores to enjoy the in-store entertainment and facilities, which would 
not be possible in the small retailers. 
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However, staff service and prodnct variety or product range were not o f 
particular imp>rtance to thmL T h k indifferenl attitude was reasonable because they 
did nDt pJa33 to buy fram H M V stores. M0reover, wben thay plmmd to buy, tbey had 
particular CD in mind before entering the CD shops, Tn short, they usually performed 
intentional buying. This was quite contradictory to H M V ' s intention to promote 
unintentional buying. 
Their comments an what they particularly l iked or disliked about H M V stores 
always concerned the testing machines. They usually pointed out that the trial 
listening service was one o f the good features o f the H M V stores, 5iimultaneously, the 
compJaints were aLso about "broken headphone (o f the te_g machines)", 
"insufficient testing machmes". This indicated that the testing service was a vi tal 
factor to draw them to H M V stores. When being asked to rate how triaJ listening 
affected their choice o f CD stares they bought CDs from, the rating was not 
favourable to HMV. This mpported our earlier assumption that the H M V testing 
machines tended to facilitate the sale o f small retailers, rather than that o f tbe HMV. 
Resting assured o f the homogeneity o f CD% the customers wouJd have no 
diff iculty m walking a few steps to the small retailers to buy the CDs at a much lower 
price (ranging from $10 to $20). This was especially true as their buying patterns 
were intentional purchase, idol-driven and single-category oriented Owing to these 
Jimitations, their consumption Jevd was necessarily low, dependent on the number o f 
idols they have and the album release frequency of the respective idols. 
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Feasible Marketing Tactic^ fr>r the Light Buvers 
The teenagers may be very price sensitive to CDs. However, they can also be 
price insensitive to the items they perceive as unique. Such items can be the autographed 
CD o f the idol singers，the autographed posters or photographs. Having this in mind， 
marketers in H M V can launch different marketing campaigns at the time o f the new 
release of the idol singers. 
H M V Club 
As this customer segment tend to have more time, they wi l l be very enthusiastic 
injoining the activities relating to their favourite singers. Since H M V has already been 
engaging in organising activities, such as mini-concerts and autograph meetings, it wi l l 
be a relatively easy task for H M V to turn these separate independent occasions into a 
serious ofconsolidated fiinctions under the name o f H M V Club. The application form of 
H M V Club can be printed in the monthly H M V Music Guide. H M V Club members may 
enjoy purchase discount, admittance to H M V functions and other benefits. 
The aim of such a club is to build up a mutual relationship with existing and 
potential customers. There are several benefits associated with such an idea. 
(1) To attain useful customer information of the light consumers at no substantial 
addition cost， 
(2) To channel the mere traffic ofthe teenage segment into foreseeable potential sales， 
(3) To flourish customer loyalty towards H M V stores. 
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(4) To build a distinct store image wi th which this customer segment can identify to 
distinguish H M V from other ordinary CD retailers. 
From a consumer positioning perspective, H M V can choose between 
"Informational Positioning" and "Image Positioning". Since the "Informational" 
approach does not work well for this segment, H M V should switch to the "Image" 
approach which promotes vague and ambiguous benefits. The consumers may willingly 
pay a higher price i f they consider the expensive item has a special meaning attached to 
it. They do not mind the price difference as long as the marginal benefits derived through 
the fulfilment o f the consumers' psychological needs and desires exceeds the additional 
,20 cost. 
The music retailers may also be interested in the concept o f an integrated fan 
club since they want to have access to the information o f the potential customers as well. 
Being the liaison between the music distributors/the singers and the music fans，HMV 
wi l l no doubt enjoy a better position o fa preferred retailer. The fans wi l l be eager to have 
the opportunities to meet the idols or receive any special souvenir items at regular 
intervals. This is basically a win-win-win situation. 
Chance ofGetting an Autographed CD 
When there is a new album released, H M V can announce that there are two 
hundred autographed CDs being mixed in the stock. Thus, with some luck, the 
20 Consumer Behaviour and Marketing Action 5^ ed. South -Western. 1995. pp.438-439 
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consumers may have a chance ofbuying an autographed CD without spending extra time 
and effort (that takes in an autographed meeting). Since this is done in a random and 
variable-ratio fashion, the result achieved can be as effective as the fixed ratio reward, 
implying a boost in sales and a cut in cost at the same time. 
Chance ofGetting an Autographed Poster or Photograph 
Since giving away autographed posters and photographs wil l involve higher 
cost, more requirement may be imposed. Say, they must be the H M V club members and 
have bought that particular CD from H M V stores. Then a lucky draw can be performed 
after one or two months after the CD release, say, one hundred posters and two hundred 
photographs are scheduled to be given out. 
When the teenager customers, being a H M V Club members, bought that CD 
from H M V stores, they wil l receive a ticket to join the lucky draw. As long as the 
teenagers perceive this is a more worthwhile and direct way to eam a chance to have 
their favourite posters and photographs, they are willing to buy at a slightly higher price. 
In addition, store loyalty can be enhanced in the process. 
Dedication Service 
To make full use ofthe idle store space in non-rush hours (from 14:00 to 18:00), 
H M V can provide a dedication service in the DJ booth for the teenager customers. Once 
they bought up to certain amount, say $100, they are entitled to make a dedication 
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request. In addition to boost sales, this move may allow H M V to know the music trend 
among the group，instead ofonly playing the latest hits chosen by the DJ. 
Modification on the Current 'Members Card" 
Although the name of the redeemable coupon was "Members Card", it did not 
connote any kind ofmembership identity whatsoever. This card was given to any buyers 
upon purchase. A chop would be stamped on it once a $100-purchase is made. When the 
card is filled with 20 stamps, the bearer can redeem a $130 worth o f C D Appendix XI) . 
furthermore, this was perceived as a consolatory device because the buyers consider the 
redeemable amount just level of f the additional amount they paid for the CDs purchased 
in H M V . That is, this was more or less the amount they could save up if they bought the 
CDs at lower price from other small retailers 
However, the duration is usually not long enough for the light/infrequent buyers 
to collect up to 20 stamps upon the expiry date. As a result，this target segment tended to 
ignore this ‘Members Card". Thus, it is suggested that either a decrease in number of 
stamp requirement or a lengthening period for redemption be introduced. This ensures 
that the consumers may find it possible to make the redemption to arouse their interest in 
collecting the stamps. 
Analvsis of the Medium Buvers 
The dominant age group in this segment was customers in their twenties. They 
had a more diverse store visiting habits and tended to buy more in other small retailers 
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and chain stores. I f H M V can successfully win the preference of this segment, a larger 
market as well as a bigger sales volume can be attained. 
Although this segment might have a higher income than those in the “light 
buyers" segment, they were even more price conscious. This can be interpreted that they 
put a higher weighting on the value for money of the CD and/or the attached shopping 
experience，whereas the “light buyers" are more idol-oriented; hence，relatively less price 
sensitive. 
In terms ofinvolvement level, this segment showed the highest involvement level 
in purchasing behaviour. Since their income range fell mainly on HK$ 9,000 - 15,000 
which was not particularly high, they might regard CDs as a high involvement product. 
This segment also bought a wider variety of CDs and their usage level was higher than 
the previous two groups. This segment could be termed as a high involvement customer 
segment. 
I t is quite reasonable that the customers in this segment produced the strongest 
preference over the selection criteria, including in-store environment, product variety, 
staff service level and trial listening service, when compared with the other two 
segments. They tended to buy CDs from the retail stores based primarily on these 
selection criteria. This coincided with the finding that the medium buyers visited and 
bought from the smaller retailers less frequently than the "light buyers". 
The result leads to a striking hint for the H M V marketing direction since it is 
obvious that this customer segment is the very target customers of the H M V stores. 
They value the elevating shopping experience which H M V attempts to create. Shopping 
and buying in H M V stores can satisfy their psychographic needs. In order to capture the 
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unrealised sales potential o f th is customer segment, there are many aspects on which 
H M V can find improvements. 
The survey showed that present service quality at H M V stores was not adequate 
to allow the customers to perceive any noticeable difference when compared to the small 
retailers. Some customers complained that when they asked t he s t a f f fo rpa r t i cu l a rCDs , 
the staffjust pointed to the area where the CDs were located and asked the customers to 
look around that area themselves. 
A portion of H M V customers complained that the security guards or staff 
“spied” on them inside the store making them feel uncomfortable. Hence, their level of 
satisfaction attained from shopping experience declined and they spent less them in the 
stores. This contradicted to the free environment promoted by the store. Also, the 
detectors at the entrance always beeped loudly when people walked too close. The 
security guards may ask the customers to disclose the contents of their bags in a rather 
rude manner. 
From our own observation，the in-store staff tended to look away from 
customers or always appeared very busy running around the store. Thus, it may be 
difficult for customers to approach the staffeven when they have questions. 
Also, the staff on the register counter are not particularly friendly. A note of 
"Thank You" and a smiling face, which become rather common among other service 
sectors or retail industry, cannot be spotted in the H M V stores. Unless H M V staff can 
perform a better service level, the customer-oriented strategy cannot be really felt and 
appreciated by the customers. 
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Marketing Tactics for the Medium Buycns 
Starting fmm theExist ing Pool ofInformation 
To target this group o f buyers.^ H M V has already had an existing accessibJe 
source. This i& the "Members Card" mentianed in previous section. As there is time 
Jimit on the redemption., usua1Jy up to six rnonth.% the customers who couJd 
successfully redeem the CD w i l l be categori^d as medium buyers or heavy buyers. 
Hence, the demographics information filJed in the "Membership Card" may represent 
a precious pool o f infarmation o f the medium- or heavy-buyers o f H M V stores, 
From the perspective o f customer orientation.^ it is considered the more the 
customers informalion, the deeper the understanding o f the H M V customers can be 
attained Then, respective marketing devices in targeting specific market segments 
can be carried out more effectively . 
Store Image 
The store image H M V may try to project ta this particular segment may be a 
Jittle bit different from the previous group. The store image the medium users would 
like to perceive is probably a sense of i4entificaJtion and a feeling o f warm and carmg 
tone. The tag line o f H M V is “ M m i c at its best", can weJl depict the H M V store 
itself. However^ it is not a statement which reflects their customer^riven strategy, 
To show HMV 's real concem for their highly valued customers, a tag line like 
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‘ m i V — Your Personal Music Realm" may generate a bonding between the customers 
and the store. 
Suppose H M V can successfully project that store image with which this segment 
identify themselves, and customer satisfaction can be achieved, the medium buyers are 
the promising candidates of store loyal customers to H M V stores. Once they are store 
loyal, meaning that they wil l visit the stores more frequent. Then, it is highly likely that 
they wil l expose themselves to more music categories. And once they develop a taste for 
other categories, the potential of further sales can be huge. The sales of previously 
unrealised business opportunities wil l get boomed. 
The Real Meaning of Quality Service 
The moment oftruth is ofsignificant importance to the service industry. The CD 
stores are no longer selling the tangible products, but the intangible service as well. The 
increasingly sophisticated customers may get used to the “hard benefits" provided by the 
store and take them for granted over time. They wil l place more attention to the service 
provided. The responsibilities of satisfying the customers and turn them into loyal 
customers falls onto the H M V staff. 
The complaints made by the H M V customers cited earlier should not be taken 
defensively by the H M V marketing team. Instead, these complaints can be regarded as 
well-meant and the basis of continuous customer improvement. A study conducted by 
the Technical Assistance Research Program Institute showed 90% of unhappy 
customers would not make another purchase from the offending firm. However, 95% of 
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customers would retum i f complaints was resolved quicWy?! The implication o f such 
result was significant. When done effectively and speedily, improving customer service 
can be a strategy to increase profit margin or market share. 
Certain training should be provided for the staff. To let them have a general 
concept of the importance ofthe service quality and the impact these quality service can 
have on the consumers. I t is important for the staff to realise the satisfied customers are 
the most valuable marketing asset and they can favourably improve the sales volume of 
the stores. H M V should be able to tap further potential out of the previous efforts in 
building up a "brand name” CD retail store image. 
In the store, small signs can be put up on the display shelves, stating that the staff 
wi l l be at the customers' service ifthey have any problem in locating the CDs they want. 
A retail report suggested that every communication with a customer could be viewed as 
an opportunity to create or deepen loyalty.22 In our opinion，every little impression the 
stafFmade can be a significant impact on the customers' overall perception. 
I f a warm store image and personal and attentive service can be conveyed, this 
segment of customers wi l l look no further since they wil l find the unique shopping 
experience irreplaceable by other stores. Store loyalty wi l l be generated without their 
knowing it. We consider that this store loyalty is crucial to increase the store visit and 
purchase frequency, hence, the purchase volume. 
21 "Mtegrating Customer Service Strategy with Existing Business systems." Industrial Management 37 
(Jan/Feb 1995): 29-30. 
22 "Retailers Move toward New Customer Relations；' DirectMarketing 57 0^ec 1994): 20-22. 
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A Private Listening Area 
The in-store environment and entertainment facilities encourage unintentional 
purchase because ofthe diminished time pressure perceived and millions visual and audio 
cues flashed in the whole store. 
The product categories preferred by the medium buyers are not as limited and 
selective as the earlier segment, implying that they are more receptive to a wider product 
range with respect to different artists among certain music categories. Given time and 
chances, their interests may be developed in and extended to other music categories. 
A private listening area can be set up specially for this customer segment. They 
are free to ask the staffto let them have a trial listening on the CD they pick. This way, 
personal service may be introduced to assist choice. The H M V staff may give some 
personal advice to the customers ifthey have difficulties in deciding which to buy or not. 
I f the stafFsee fit, they may also take the initiatives to introduce new music categories in 
order to help cultivate a more diverse interest in other music categories. 
In a study examining the degree to which customers relied on relationships with 
store employees as a preventive or remedy for loneliness, items are developed to 
measure the degree to which consumers leaned on store personnel for social interaction 
and overall current satisfaction and enjoyment with shopping experiences. The data 
suggested that the segment of the population characterised as lonely relied on the 
• 23 
retailing encounter as a means of social contact. 
23 "The Depersonalisation ofRetailing: Its Impact on the "Lonely" Consumer." JoumalofRetailing 67 
(Summer 1991) : 226-243. 
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Despite the evidence that Jonely individuals depended on pensonal service in 
retail settings for psychok>gical needs, it should not bc overlooked that regukr 
consumers also prefer better service. 
Analysis oftheHeavyBuyers 
Judging from their store vmtmg habit, the "heavy buyers" tended to go to 
more up-scale chain stores and bought less from the small retailers, Their selection 
criteria indicated a very different se)ection pattem from the previous three segments. 
Even thaugh "Price" was the highest ranking selectixm criterion, service was of the 
same importance. This suggested that there were trading o f f between criteria {which 
was one of the characteristics of the high mvolvement selection process), w h i k a l l 
the other three segments only focused on one key seJection criterion, which 
represented a low mvolvement selection process. 
Although no significant correlation o f age or occupation or income group o f 
this segment coul4 be drawn, the CD volume purchased could iustifV that they were 
the most lucrative customers segment for HMV. 
Marketing Tactics for Heavy Buyers 
Customer Retention Program 
The tactic of handling this customer segment is to guarantee continuous 
satisfaction and to retain them to ensure a constant Jevel ofpurchase. As this group o f 
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customers only took up a small proportion o f H M V total buyers (14.7% in Shatin store 
and 10% in Causeway Bay store), it is worthwhile for H M V to study their buying 
pattem closely in order to promote more sales. 
They are the most valuable existing H M V customers and are rather store loyal to 
H M V because they value one-stop purchase of a wide variety ofCDs. The CD purchase 
may be an ordeal task ifseparate purchases are made in disperse stores. In terms oft ime 
and effort, an extensive search for cheaper CDs may tum out to be more expensive as 
the purchase volume per purchase is large. Nevertheless, H M V has to pay attention in 
winning their patronage against losing them to other chain store retailers. 
H M V Credit Card 
The in-house credit Card not only provides useful customer information, but also 
serve the function oflaunching a customer loyalty program which has been gaining wider 
popularity throughout many service industries. With these information, H M V may want 
to put more efforts inanalysing the music preference of the individual heavy users. Store 
loyalty can also be maintained. The Tower Record, has already issued her own in-house 
credit card to compete for loyal customers (Appendix XII). 
Direct Mailing Service 
Since this customer segment was quite mature and developed in music taste, they 
may be confident enough to buy CDs through direct mail. H M V may also guarantee a 
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full refund or exchange other CDs ofequivalent amount within certain time period, i f the 
consumers find the CDs they purchase unsatisfactory. 
I f th is idea works，HMV may extend this service to the medium buyers. This may 
help the company to venture into the catalogue sales business which has grown quite 
popular overseas. Major music distributors such as B M G have already been in the 
business. Virgin Our Price under Virgin Entertainment Direct has been launching a raft 
of"magalogues" combining magazines and catalogues o target the 20- or 30-something 
target customers.'' H M V may also want to lead this trend in the Hong Kong market. 
Quality Service 
This segment valued the service above other three selection (except ‘Trice”). Al l 
the service quality mentioned in the earlier part can be also applicable to the “heavy 
buyers”，since service is an extremely important element in retaining their store loyalty 
and patronage. 
A Private Listening Booth 
Since the heavy buyers may already have a well-developed taste for music, they 
wil l put more stress on the product variety itself, rather than on peripheral selection 
criteria such as trial listening service or staff service. But, it should be aware that these 
criteria are not important to them. 
24 "Virgin mail order takes off." Advertising and Promotion (June 20 1996) p. 12. 
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The heavy users are viewed as “experts” since they tended to have a wider and 
in-depth product knowledge (music knowledge or interest, in this case) when compared 
to the previous three groups. In a study, it was suggested that “experts” were inclined to 
search more information than “novices” Also, they tended to search other types of 
25 
information, sensory compared to verbal data. 
H M V can put both auditory and visual information, such as some “expert” music 
magazines, in the private listening booth. This marketing efforts can be effective in 
inducing a higher buying frequency and higher purchase volume per visit. 
T .r>ng-tenn Marketing Strategy 
Throughout the entire recommendation section, one recurrent central massage is 
made — customer information is the key to effective marketing. In many service and 
retailing industry, customer data collection and analysis becomes a prime focus.^^ In the 
age ofinformation explosion, mere guesses on the customers' preference and needs no 
longer validate themselves. Marketing campaign developed around these unfounded 
speculation resembles shooting arrows in the dark. 
H M V has already had a point-of-sales (POS) system. It provides information on 
the sales volume ofnumerous products for the purpose ofinternal stock information. We 
suggested that the usage ofsuch system be extended in order to capture more customers' 
25 selnes，Fred, and Troye，Sigurd Villads. "Buying Expertise, Mormation Search, and Problem 
Solving." Joumal ofEconomic Psychology 10 OSfov 1989): 411-428. 
26 "Fast Feeders Access All Ramps to Information Highway." Nation's Restaurant News 28 (Sep 19， 
1994): 108-120. 
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information such as music preference and purchase frequencies. These valuable 
information is definitely the competitive edge of CD retailing in near future. 
Tbe Significance o f a Customer Database 
In the competitive retail market environment, the consumer shopping behaviour 
can be a very complex intellectual process. Wi th the assumption o f no strong preferences 
for individual sellers，a high degree of cross shopping can be expected. In order to build 
patronage, a retailer needs to be able to offer the opportunity for shopping efficiency or 
effectiveness. ' ' The answer to achieving shopping efficiency or effectiveness for 
customers wi l l lie on the comprehensive understanding of the customers. 
The establishment o f a sound customer database is the market trend in the retail 
industry. The advantages o fa customer database are manifold. The cost ofbuilding up a 
database from scratch can be extremely intimidating. A more realistic approach is to 
profile the existing customer base，analyse the best customers，discover their 
characteristics, and then rent lists ofprospects whose characteristics are a near match 
with this profile. 28 Such process requires an ongoing efforts and constant refinement. I t 
should be taken as a long term business strategies o f H M V i f the company is serious in 
venturing into the arena ofsheer customer orientation. 
27 Mittelstaedt, Robert, and Stassen, Robert. "Shopping Behaviour and Retail Merchandising 
Strategies." Joumal ofBusiness Research 21 O^ov 1990): 243 -258. 
28 “Data Quality & Customer AAot^ aa^ m^nt ” Management Services 38 (August 1994) : 18-19. 
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Blueprint for Customer Segmentation 
A database is indispensable in the modern marketing functions as suggested by 
the report by the Direct Marketing Association, which accurately noted that retailers 
using traditional retail marketing merchandising, infrequent consumer research and 
non-segmented promotions would be eclipsed by retailers using database-driven or 
relationship marketing programs. The data collected in a customer database must 
29 
become the company's key marketing asset. 
The customer database can be viewed as an ultimate blueprint of the entire 
marketing strategy. With a sound customer database, a clearly divided and meaningful 
market segmentation can be developed to initiate &rther effective promotion tactics. 
The primary concern should be the segmentation of core customers. 
Quality Data for precise Target Segments 
I t is important to concentrate continuous effort on data quality. Fundamental to 
this effort is the quality of data that resides on the customer-prospect database. The 
database not only determines the selection ofnames for a particular campaign，but also 
the accuracy ofthe targeting customers. ^^  
I f H M V can have an intimate knowledge of the customer segments and/or the 
nature ofthe geographical area they serve, the marketing efforts wi l l not be undermined 
29 "Retailers Move toward New Customer Relations；' DirectMarketin^ 57 0^ec 1994): 20-22. 
30 “Database Marketing Research." MarketingResearch: A Magazine ofMana^ernem Applications 6 
(Fall 1994) : 34-41. 
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i f efforts are directed to inappropriate targets. From the interview, we were told that 
though H M V has sent a 'Membership Card" (with 10 stamps already chopped) to the 
residents in Shatin at the time their new store opened, the response did not live up to 
expectation. This illustrated a misdirecting marketing effort. 
Basis for Relationship Marketing 
The customer database is also essential in building up a data-driven relationship 
marketing, which is defined as a retail management and marketing approach based on an 
organisation-wide database system that gathers and stores data to identify and 
understand customers and prospective customers as individuals and/or groups. This is 
used to build store traffic，improve customer service and merchandise strategies，and for 
multi-channel retailers, develop synergies among stores or it may further aids catalogue 
sales as well. ^^  
Customer Databases as a Survey Research Complement 
Customer databases can be used as an supplement to survey research to make it 
more effective. Because databases and surveys each have their own strengths, the two 
complement one another well. The combination ofthe two techniques can be very useful 
i f H M V considers launching direct mail programs. The successful merge of the 
31 "Jumping into Database Marketing.” Stores:76 (1994): 36-38. 
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database-oriented techniques and the traditional consumer market research method can 
32 
cut research costs and improve survey representatives，within ethical bounds. 
Survey research done on regular time basis is recommended in order to get close 
to the customers' needs and expectations. I t also functions as a constant evaluation o f 
the effectiveness of marketing strategies and as a valuable feedback for further 
improvement on coming marketing strategies which can better adapt to the market 
trends. 
r,mtomer Survev as a Monitoring Means 
Since knowledge and understanding o f the information sources that buyers in 
retail outlets use to select merchandise and stores are important to formulating 
marketing strategies, though this area has not been deeply investigated, the marketing 
implications leamed from consumer surveys can be significant and insightful. 
With all existing diverse and conflicting views concerning the consumers' 
attitude and behaviour, it stands to reason that knowing the customer needs are the top 
priority job for a mass retailing stores. This is supported by an article'' which suggested 
that category-dominant retailers had to cautiously and carefully study a local markets i f 
they wanted to succeed. Two useful advice are : ⑴ Understand customer needs through 
careful research, and (2) Carefully adapt formats to the domestic market conditions. 
32 "Database Marketing Research." MarketingResearch: AMaeazine ofManagffment Applications 6 
(Fall 1994) : 34-41. 
33 "WorldRetailing : A Call to Action." Chain Store Age Executive (Jan 1995). pp. 2-3. 
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The first thing can be done to understand the customers is to learn from their 
buying trends. According to a 1989 Survey ofBuying Power〗、consumers with the same 
demographic and economic profiles and access to similar channels of distribution wi l l 
normally buy the same quantity and quality of product. Although the power index 
formulated in that survey may be irrelevant to our study, the research implied that using 
the demographic, economic, and distribution-related data provided by a survey may help 
identify and categorise consumer market segments with similar characteristics for a wide 
range oftest-marketing purposes. I f t h i s can be achieved, the forthcoming marketing 
campaign designed, based on the results, can be launched with foreseeable effectiveness. 
In addition, wi th optimistic sales figures for the first three H M V stores, the 
unsatisfactory performance of the fourth one, though with the highest in-store traffic, 
started posing the question : Where did things go wrong ？ The answer may be found in a 
market research. I t was claimed that, i f properly conducted and interpreted，in-store 
customer surveys could lead to sales increases o fup to twenty percent by identifying 
how the existing customer base might be served better,; 
By acquiring the customers' shopping pattern, perceptions and attitudes, market 
research is a crucial element in improving and rebuilding the problem store by the input 
of both existing and new customers to identify weak points and to help formulate 
strategies for improved sales. 
34 “1989 Survey ofBuyingPower." Sales & Marketing Management 141 (Aug 7, 1989) : A3-C191. 
35 "Market Research : The Ins and Outs." DiscoimtMerchandiser. 29(Aug 1989) : 64, 66. 
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r,hapter Conclusion 
, I n the highly competitive retailing industry, the marketing functions are no longer 
restricted to the four marketing mix on the same horizontal level. Marketing is 
necessarily a vertical fianction. To begin with, the marketers need to understand the real 
customer needs. I f t h i s concept is missing, the marketing strategies wi l l become mis-
oriented and render ineffective. 
The strategies we recommend to H M V are all developed in the same line of 
vertical marketing concept. Therefore, well-organised and cohesive marketing strategies 
and tactics can follow through and complement each other neatly. We should keep in 
mind that H M V is not simply selling CDs or other related tangible products, like other 
retail chains or small retailers. Added to that, the H M V chain is selling a whole product 
• - the store image, the service and the unique shopping experience … t h e entire 
marketing concept. 
I t would be meaningless i f the markets only concentrate on the disperse and 
irrelevant marketing tactics，and lose sight o f the customers, perspective. Despite the 
multitude considerations of marketing the “whole product”，all the marketers have to 
care the most is — CUSTOMERS. 
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CHAPTER V I 
CONCLUSION 
Prnject Limitation 
After delivering recommendations based on our survey and observations, we 
would identify our project limitations in order to seek forther improvements should 
another similar project be conducted in the future. 
In our project, we overlooked the CD buyers who do not go to H M V . Since the 
customer survey was conducted outside the H M V stores, the interviewees tended to 
provide information which was more favourable to H M V . I f we could spare some time 
and effort to conduct a customer survey outside another CD chain retailers and small 
retailers, the results might provide a more balanced and non-preferential view towards 
H M V . 
Since this was only the first step of understanding o f H M V ' s customers, only 
demographics and purchasing habit of buying CD were examined in our survey. 
Important psychographic dimensions like their lifestyle，media exposures were not 
investigated. These dimensions are crucial to marketers because they can deliver a clear 
guideline in spending marketing resources. For example, i f the majority of customers go 
to Karaoke frequently，HMV then know where to approach their target. Though there 
were rules in picking up respondents during interview，there was some still minor 
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sampling bias. This was because a larger proportion o f adult refused to be interviewed 
while most youngsters were more will ing to participate. 
nhjfictives achieved in this HMV Proiect 
In the conceptual stage of the project, we were drawn to work on H M V due to 
her outstanding marketing efforts. After some research and interviews, we were 
convinced that there were no established rules for marketing success. Even though the 
H M V stores were quite successful in locations like Tsim Sha Tsui, Causeway Bay and 
Central, nothing was quite the same in the Shatin H M V store. 
From the perspective of H M V ' s management, the whole project aimed at 
procuring potential customers in order to achieve sales increment. The rationale behind 
was unprofitable traffic, especially in Shatin store. Our immediate project objectives 
were to find out the main cause for the unsatisfactory sales performance. We started with 
two basic observations : ⑴ heavy traffic and ⑶ small proportion ofbuying / spending 
customers. 
However, according to our survey and observations，it was discovered that the 
main problem did not essentially come from the unprofitable traffic. Instead，it was the 
low volume purchase of existing customers. Without conducting the customer survey, 
we were unable to understand the situation in a clear and precise angle. I f we readily 
made suggestions based on the two observations, the marketing strategies derived would 
definitely gone astray. 
After conducting the customer survey, we started to realise that the proportion 
of the buying customers was significant. The low sales were caused by the low 
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consumption level through an infrequent buying habit and low consumption level per 
purchase. 
More importantly, we discovered, from our findings and analysis, a similar 
purchasing pattem o f H M V customers across different H M V stores. This findings have 
become our basis ofrecommendations. Yet，the recommendations are not restricted to 
the Shatin store, but all the H M V stores. 
The project allowed us to view the marketing issues from a wider angle. Instead 
of spending time on figuring out the perfect marketing mix, we should always focus our 
attention on the customers. Al l the marketing issues are essentially about the customers' 
need, customers' perception and customers' belief and behaviours. The objectives of 
our planning the strategies for H M V were evolved and built around the customers. 
Marketing Implications for nth^r Organisations 
We were convinced that whatever business or industry an organisation is in, the 
starting point is always the customers. I f a company fails to profile her customers 
accurately, problems are bound to emerge one way or the other in the long run. The 
marketers can then start "fire-fighting" whenever they spot the problems. Yet, this fire-
fighting marketing tactic by no means does any good to the organisation because each 
marketing programme is stand-alone and fragmentary. They cannot be put together to 
create a synergetic marketing results and complement one another. 
To conceive and design a concerted marketing strategies is no easy task. It wil l 
evenbecome more difficult ifthe marketers do not take the overaU business environment 
into their consideration. Since everything is constantly changing in this fast-paced 
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business world. The sources of changes (or threats) are manifold …competitors from 
the same industry, the substitutes, the suppliers and the buyers. 
The only way to deal wi th the constant changes in the midst of growing 
competition is to keep up with the changes. The cost associated with keeping up with all 
forces mentioned wi l l be extremely alarming. I f we need to single out one important 
force that an organisation cannot ignore，it wi l l no doubt be the customers 
— a s it was well illustrated in the entire H M V project. 
In a nutshell, it may bejustifiable that the problems experienced by H M V served 
a good example to other organisations. No matter how successful the existing business 
performance is，the organisations need to keep in touch with the customers in order to 
gain a steadily increasing business growth. Furthermore, the customers are one o f the 
main sources of inspiration in a comprehensive marketing planning. With the 
consideration of customers well taken care of, a logical and well connected marketing 
plan can be followed through. 
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Recovenng The Sa:eMites • ^ ^ | | ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ | | ^ ^ ^ ^ | H m | ^ | 
Of ^^ fHH2 i^||||Ppp^pi|pipi^ P |^|||IP^^ |^ 
The Siiences Power Pcp："-； ^ ^ j | j P j | | ) ^ | | H j | | ^ | H | ( ^ | | j j | ^ j f f U | ^ J 
mmnijjj(jjfjijif(jf^)j^ji^iiijjjiPB 
aitaum .Augus: B j M j M j l W M M B M 
— S l f f i i ^ ^ M 
Francisco ^ g | | ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ b H . 
alternate .'ocK Th,s second com,ng .vas M M H M ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 9 P B ^ | 
assurea from tne start when GH Nortn — p ^ m i i ^ J H 
(Echo & tne Bunnynnen ana Pixies) -Aas m | p i p i | p | | | | ^ ^ | ^ ^ g ^ ^ B ^ ^ H | | B 
� confirmea ce producer ^ | ^ | | | | | ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ k ^ ^ H 
^^^^^^^^^^1 ^^^^H|^^^^H 
pop. "Recoveripg the Satellites" ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
on 'ong road to maturity. ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
1 ^ ^ ¾ 
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97 Appendix VIII 
^ 1 ^ P T ! ^ I ^ ^ H H I H I H ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ M ^ 
y '>;y^^^|g^^^^^|||i^^^yi^^j|^^|^^|g^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
^ y H H ^ ^ H H H B B B 9 9 B E B 
,——- - ~ \ 
HMOi<?^MMJmi?>i5LiyTUsr: 中文流行曲榜 
Artist(s) miB HMV CANTO TOP 20: (22sEPT-190cT) 
The Shamen Hempton Manor (The Altered Sately Home) i No. A r t i s t ( s ) Ti t te 
i Tool Aenima 丨 1 不春言 ^ : ^ ^ . e a 
i Chuck D The Autobiography Of Mistachuck 。 二一， ^ ^ ^ _ 
Q-Kumba Zoo Wake Up And Dream 2 c = & & ^二藥-支 
Counting Crows Recovering The Satellites 3 ^ M i ; J & Easy Band』-二:呈 
Beth Orton Trailer Park ^ 5: 士 亡 - i . 一 宇.]含,4工.口,丨“只、 
• Beaut:fulSouth Blue lsThe Colour ： ：一 一〒.、.:17首（付.如反） 
Simply Red Greatest Hits 。 = • ? 8,:’:[二51^目-色系列 
Man/ Chapin Caroenter A Place In The World 6 m ^ ^ ^ '£. •:：；.雪 
J^lun， JellyLegs 7 許冠突 88€^品音色系列 
ruiure ioundOtLondcn Dead Cities c _ . ^ - y 。 _ ,^^ 
Vanous Artists Wipeout 2097 罢：运 53门0^回細/匕0^/€闩61口「门3 
鄭伊健 伊健.十三 9 鄭秀文 值得 
陳慧， 風 . 花 . 5 10 群星 情牽女人心 3 
5 2 ; 派 ^ 气 萬 ^ 5 ， 歲 。 ” 關正傑 8 8極品音色系列 -
林億連 33门」乂回歸/1076只61。阳5 … ^ „ _ , t _ ^ 
群星 驛動男人心 12 条明― ；音：：朵精選 
郭富城 聽風的歌 13 都》君 88極品音色系列 
- 5 唱 會 _ ) ：： • • 二 二 : 
"S 群 £ 5墨1：男人心 
丨7 張學反 它記你我傲不到 
18 李蕙敏 其賈 _ 
19 鄭秀文 放不低 .1, 
20 劉德華 三华您 。 
4 
HMV MUSIC GUIDE — BEST SELLERS OF THE MONTH 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 5 5 ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ ^ - a ! ^ ^ ^ | | j ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
^ ^ ^ ^ H • " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 不 足 ‘ 故 终 实 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ : S ^ d i f e ^ i t e i j ^ t t "， : ^ ^ $ ^ ^ ^ s £ m M K 4 M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ―；^的作曲家 o 這首《第一交奮曲> ^^'mf9es^-^--^^^^^^^^^^M 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 感情深逮，雖少有天馬行空的奇思幻想，但布局聚謹*" ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 章法镇密細就•令人百聽不顆o有人説， :^f^ ^pgr : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 m ‘如果^^^^：^^為所動• ^mm^m^m^m^^r, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
I，： . » ^ 2 ^ ^ ^ 成 立 的 中 國 交 響 ^ ， : — 之 高 • 完 全 超 乎 想 像 < * ^ ^ < ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
jiLWMOliiliiii“I “ iffi"i t nni “ TTTTi fT f rn^ ’ ^ - & a a 3 K g j i ^ B i a ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
^ ^ ^ ^ 的 _ ^ 5 ^ « _ 了 < : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g 
^ ^ • « 1 « 1 » 5 ^ 生 的 《 _ > • ) ^ ^ « 8 ^ 來 如 詩 如 盖 • f^pmfB^mmm ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
钱^^3^«««01^生,-已》^^««««^1作曲家之—了。(Tomr^^: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
Jewac^^ tu res o f Chinese music scene— ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
i d n i l ! S & » H l S y m p h o n y Orchestra 莉 辑 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
CdnwineectoeNso>wtackoftatentBrahmscomptetedon r^foursymphorwesa8hislfei^ and ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
stSMntem^ OMnor' hasto^ beenacknowtedgedasthecomposer' smasteipia^ The ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
Me^i^^iEisrdeertf»tfUencgfbyaassidsnvvtottisevidentinmRsynphor»igrcygsaoa ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
tai^^n^^nignat (atthougtr the symphony fe defidert of v M and boW thougttsKvttw g ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
3nstnjctkxrsnan^ heiessra(actvuithvveiMhaightd^ aits. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
Completely out of one's imagination, the newfy found Philharmonic OrchestraofChina ted by ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
uohuangCherrisararegem. One vwouW never expect a German-Ausfrian symphony c o u « b e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
erfbrmed by a Chinese Philharmonic Orchestra with such power and finesse. Besktes, Cheir ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
ebojrfs 'EutogyonSnow" perfDrmed13y the strings ensembte captures the piece's grace and ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m o^ quaWy rmww^ ty. o i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | 『 。 , ， 1 行 的 歌 劇 精 選 一 ^ ^ ^ ^ 13pcm Hits p 产 + ^ ^ ^ ^ H先不要以為第二集一定比第_集差.Decca^ C X 丨 ， ^ ^ ^ ^^ 近 四 十 年 來 最 強 的 歌 劇 錄 音 ， 要 多 精 選 出 多 一 察 ‘ ^ ^ ^ ^)pe^aHits輕而易舉，Suther丨and足¾制史上技L5¾( _ ; ！子的花腔女高音，她在165 ConteS € ^ 0行巾 3 "中喂的 \ 1 ^ ^  ：木偶之歌》未逢敵手：d e l M o a c o B l II 丁�0乂310阳的 � � ” � / ^ | ^愛個闩！。"。無懈可,。Pavaro t ia^�La B o h e m e � . U 二,… ^ ^:弄臣》都是經典版本’此外還有八「393丨丨的《星光_塊 ^ ^ 1 蘭》和日6�96门73的。门3 v o c e p o c o fa •歌丨刻史上最擺 H？ ^的製作「指環」•莫扎特幾首雅资共賞 歌曲和「連財至明星」卡門序曲等 ° ,資深 ^ ^ ^―點樂迷可聽《玫瑰騎士》著名 6 ^三重唱和 ^ ^：丨 3 六 ? 1岛。唱片內的中文解説簡述 ^每首歌曲的內容 .深入淺出。（黃亦 ^ ) ^Opera its I I - the mcxs  p pula  op ra s lection ^ ^The assumption that s quel ev r surp s  th  ongin l do s not apply m this case. Decca ^ ^ ^ ^0ss sses the trongest op r  r rdings of the last f rty years. Therefore, a sequel to Op r  Hits is ^ Myirtually ffortte . Sutherland is the ost kilful s prano i  the nisto y f pera, h r p rformance n"L Conte d' Hoffman" is s i l in incible; the hi h C  of d ! V1on co in "II Trovatore" are 9v rl ting s rprises; Pav o ti i  "La Bo m " s y t an ther l sic. Ap rt f om thaforeme i n d, thi  album also nclude rg nza the g atest o era roduction ev r - 'TRing" . Mor  exp rienc  op ra f s can i dul e themselves in th f ous trio f "Der ^ ^ ^ ^nk valie "  Th Chinese intr ucti n of very track' c ntent mes as handy ferenc . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J
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E ^ ^ ^ Terms & Conditions 
^ y r^4- 4 - HcHder ct this couoon ts entitled to a HKS5 casn 
^ i ^ i i t t i i i i , reduct»non3Pvcu':~3S5..?fcircc:jct(pncenctiess 
gS f *" ^ m«t HKS100) at HMV —。ng Kc-； 
,T!w coupon will be co<tec:ea arter :^ e 3urc^ase 
£ ^ 1 • ^ ^ JLi B m^ ^ ^ 秦 ^% U4| ^ k . Ea0reoupon can onty be used once.ana one 
S r l 2 t i n O l O r e ccuponatann,e. 
$ • Eacfi coupon cannot be redeemed for cash. __,.-，、 
m I ) . This coupon will be valid through 30th June.i997 
r ‘‘ . In the event of disputes,HMV Hong Konffi >• 
Aiiij "*>w decision will be final. 
fewi | |>|^^- . . 3 ^ ¾ i>rt;n 25- ^ HMV Hong Kong ^ i i ^ ~ 
^ v _ ^ :::: • 'A « - •'• -：：• HKS100 • ? '^-- H £ HKS5 ''t 甲 
^ ^ } . X^ t r'^  m 终 E^ 〜;« •次丨6将�5 » - ••(-V -• 
. . t .¾ •£ f^ ffl 4 ¾ ¾ ^. 一 次.¾ 每次跃电屯-¾ 
p^^<^ :.._ .__、.…. ., t r4 .> i'c ^  <- -^ 4 ^ f*. ^]%mM^.‘ 
r y : ' 一 ""_"-'. . . ~ ~ — . ^59 :^¾甲(-q- n明 f . , UV.。毕六月^":：十日上-
~^~"^ 乂 — .. .tqMe^SS.,>sHMVHONGJCONG2)Ti.q^ 
: : . • - - 0 • • -
Ne-.V Tovvn Ptaz3. Phase ' ,r -^： : 5 ' " " . C05 /'0196 、、-
_ _ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ • • — I !• ‘ 
‘ ：=一.‘ . - * ^ ^‘ 
• I H _ 痛 • 鱼 塵 1 M I HMV Snanr Shoo Mao 春 . , ^ ^、 , 
沙 田 H M V 丽 7 ^ 4 ^ ; 1 
• 两电;^^7"^厂 ‘"• ^ H ” • ’ 
¢ ^ L _ j ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I <"> 7TJIgS:= 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^^/^^ Terms i 
• • M - * - * * •=-讲 ^ KOf^  • _..,,, ：： _ : ,^. , 5 F „ « •； 3 „ « ^ -〜 ,；-a ry 
l f - T ^ - O S * f > ' -flMC5-^ * 
-^ ^_..jj^ 5 . _.•—’-:— C-C":<V<?、3<?iri--vr:i： ^； ^ *. rOSvj .\C.V： 
53^至-二>-:-六月三；曰：EXPIRE ON 30ttl JUNE. 1997 .:«"<^ »€<^ *-S»»«*i，:.i: ---r.^ c^ >>:t:c<>icw0inefrej-rriii 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ^ .c4l-_,*4*_-.5».Ai、：--. . : . - , ,_m:w-seC-^ - -• :=Si^ i=^*^ -^^ S^NewTownPiaza.P^>asel.Level4Sh3t:r .««響,-,,»«=«，，罐5，. ‘“ .、.：...” ^^..'. 
.*•«气《_8«$_,二：《—二三‘三二’ •••‘ 
| _ _ _ _ _ | . M M * I a HMV HONC KSMC ZaZSX '• *»Oe -a»0 *TX^ 3CT X^ ‘ 
®®*®^® HMV VSXRifi^MMMS ！ I ^  } J^  ^ ^ C2W3W .mm« «v*'^  0( <•»•! MfVHONCXONC 1 3*os>or .ill M rirai 
Enjoy a fnmtic shopping in HMV Sbatin Now f • *^f**?* , 
HMV S5 COUPONS 
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TERMS & CONDITIONS 
1 Please present this cara at the time of purc.nase. 
For every purchase ot HKSlOO. a chop ani be 
earned towards your credit. 
7 A card v;ith 20 chcDS vviil eni;tie .cj a tree CD of 
retail price not more than HKSl25. iLaser Discs. 
books, magazines, blank tapes and accessories ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
on ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H | 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
cannot be ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
caras or ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H j H ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
HMV reserves the to ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H | ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
from to fl^^^^^^^^H^^^pHNH^^HH^^^^^^^^^^H 
H ^ B I H H f l h A i m B 
‘ : H r ” ; , ， i � � � . ： . : ' � ' j MEMBERS CARD 
^ ! : ^ ^ - J L . - S H M ， ： ^ ， 麗 炉 明 糧 欐 _ 懂 仆 厕 | ^ ^ 
^ 125- ^-. 二-一.-:-- - - ^ | ^ p ^ ^ j j ^ ^ ; ^ ^ s j f ^ f ^ p j ^ ^ ^ ^ j p j j j j [ j q j j ^ j j g ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 
^»g^a j i j i _u—HH“;;％' i > ,T iF i i f』 i «wf l i i i r J t ^^ i 
3 : .. 1..,—. 1 三 1 9 9 6三 9 = 30 三•-"• '^ --^  -• 
二 -r::rzHMV,:=::-
5 ,r 二 么:-2 - - --- - -: ：-. ：- 一 HMV r - \ - - _ TERMS & CONDITIONS 
““-—..—= ‘For every purcnase cf HKS'GO, a cnop .vili be 
,；H M V保留¾ I時更改便用條款的權禾彳而氣須另行適 • , earrea :owar^ s vo .rc- : . , 、 d A z '^n .vitn 2u c-_cs ... e^ "： e . :.. a "ree uD o； 知： . ^ _ rt e^i3i: cpce unaer hKS" 3C 
MC04/0196 Ser:i-:0. 474JOZ 3 T-!s:3rdv;iliexc:'sor31 Mar, lS97 -r- s .-：：:：-
HMV Hong Kcna cn.y ^'r~cer .5 'e::je='5a :o 
orsse^ t your I D ca'：^  ‘：r -ede-c:：-:：^  ‘ 
二 一 w d. ‘ ‘ v^  t。：匕、.：： _ .. ~ .- - .. 二 厂 i V ‘ V' 了 w. 二 r* 
:arcs. CDupcns. or hrJl •: “ vc^cne^s. 
5 HMV reserves the right to amend these condit ions 
from time to time, without prior notice. 
i^ 二 •.文三一 二 — . "*• 一 1 >«•» .-厂、、/\ 
- 一 ： . - f | V = 5 :一 ^ 1三-丄“‘ r r , 二 . 三 - — — - - 二 - ^ -
- . • , ‘ •‘ V — - 二 — 。 - ••• j - - 一 • -- — , - _二 一 二 —— . Uf. ]N •-三二- ？‘ <•= • • . t , I J 一 -j l^- •一 二 
- ~ — - ; - 至 ~on. 了 — ^ . ~ f"，— '^： •’ / ^ 菩 - 二 三兰 ^ >:t 
— --"^ — “ 一 一 ‘ "• — ‘ , ‘ .•! • TZ.貝：,-T - - .,- • 三 
芎二3口0元5：二 — 二：：.:：二二5 : 
3 ^:^^:lE1997H3 = 3 iEr^ i l^^?:^ HMV Hong 
KongW.^  •续？賈〇0三三心;頁二〒身—|：5弓工‘二。 
- 3 ^ ! 5 ! !望漫支王•不了舆冥二闩 " 7會員 : 1 •箱券或 
- H M V 'M W S1 時更 5 S 浮‘5 ^ r -r3 ？: i ^  S -i 另巧 m 知 
vc:; :-：5 s=-AL '-c: 8 2 2 1 4 3 
HMV MEMBERS CARD 
• i 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ppendix XII 皿 
^^^^B^^^^^^^^^^^^^S^^^^^^K; . . ‘ “ ‘ . . . ‘ ‘ ' , ' “ w 
^ ^ ^ T M F 
HBKk 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B | | ' : ; “ : , ” 1 * S i l 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H Please 
^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H TTY users, pleose 
H E V j ^K^^^m ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^¾¾^^¾^^^^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H Plus, for every dollar 
^ ^ ^ f f l Q S 2 u Q ^ ^ ^ ^ H charged to your Club 
^ ^ J ^ j P ^ j P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Tower MasterCard, you'll 
^ m | j | | | | | | | y j | | | | | | | | | | | ^ ^ ^ ^ accumulate point toward 
^ m j P l | | m m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | more Tower 
^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ S H ^ ^ ^ ^ H Certificates.* Charge your 
| ^ ^ ^ $ ^ E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B purchases at Tower, and 
^ ^ B S Q ^ S Q ^ ^ H you1l earn 5 points for 
^ " " ^ ' ' S " " ^ ^ ™ every doiiar. Now that's 
Tower power! 
The Ctub Tower 
MasterCard' -
The credit card that earns you 
Club Tower Reward Certificates 
with every purchase. 
‘广：…：•-：.：欢 rs?n-:!?ons.ond/orexclusionsmcy取〜*:benefts 
cs-,：. :r：.,r-.,e,.:Lb'omVcsterCordProgrcm.ihetr^icfrtie 
prc^r:.T .:�— :jbiea ro cncnge. Fne Club Tower Rewonh progrnm is pfOvided by. :rd is，s sole ?esporability of, Tower Records. Fnei  ^e〔ost  Gssc(f0tei ^  the use of fhis credit cord. You mcy contoct me issuer cnd cdrnmsfrctDf of this pcogrom, MBNA Americo'' Bonk, to 
reauest s D e ( i : informaticn obouT l f « cosl3 by calling 1 * 8 8 & ^ 2 8 * 6 9 3 7 or ;vnting ro P.O. Box ！ 5020, Wilmington, DE 19850. ;ower Reco'ds 's ^  <-^remd trodemork of MTS, !nc. Qufa Towef is a sevke 
^
mGfk d ^c.vei ?«ad5. MaxeH is a registered trademark of teefi C3fLcra^cn :f ime^c-3. V.8NA Anenco is a federo!^  reocte^  service mork 
•• "?.i r^e;.cc :：• S A McsterCard is a ^^^fet>�^ 
-e:-:!v r^ ;::ere: -er/ce r^k af MosterCard i||Bfe-^^^ 
•”5?航「。! ;x. usen :=wsuont to ikense. maij^ r^-=^ %--
.r:c: Vb!.:A-enrcBcnk.NA AD8-318-96.] ^ ^ ¾ ^ 











Good moming/ afternoon, I am a MBA student from CUHK and is doing a survey on CD buying 
behaviour. It will only cost you a few minutes and your information is confidential. Would you Hke to 
spare a few minutes for us? 
ALLRESPONDENTS 
SHOW CARD FOR Q1 TO Q5 
1. Which CD store(s) on this card have you ever visited before? \MA] 
2. Which CD store on this card do you visit most often? [SA] 
3. Which CD store(s) on this card have you ever bought a CD before? OLM 
4. Which CD store on this card do you buy CD most often? [SA] 
5. Which CD store on this card did you buy your most recent CD? [SA] 
01 02 03 04 05 
KPS 1 1 1 1 1 
Tower Records 2 2 2 2 2 
HMV 3 3 3 3 3 
Hong Kong Records 4 4 4 4 4 




None L Z Z Z Z ] 9 9 
6. FOR THOSE WHO ANSWERED “3” JN Q3 
SHOWCARD 
When did you buy your CD from HMV most recently? Which statement on this card best describes 
your situation? [SA] 
Withinthis 1 week 1 
Withinthis2weeks...…….2 
Within this month. 3 
Within this 2 months 4 
Within this 3 months 5 
More than 3 months ago 6 
. . • 』 ！ . . • ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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7. FOR THOSE WHO ANSWERED “3” JN Q3 
SHOWCARD 
How often do you buy CD fiom HMV? Which statement on this card best describes your situation? 
[SA] 
Every week. 1 
Evety 2 weeks 2 
Every 3 weeks 3 
Every month. 4 
Every 2 months 5 
Every 3 mcmths 6 
More than every 3 months 7 
t 
8. ASK THOSE WHO ANSWERED “1，2，3，4,5，6，7，�m Q3 
How many CDs do you usuaUy buy each time? [SA] ^ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ 
9. ASK THOSE WHO ANSWERED “1，2，3，4，5，6，7，�m Q3 
SHOWCARD 
Which type of CD on this card do you buy most often? [SA] 






10. ALL RESPONDENTS 
SHOWCARD 
Now, we want to know your opinion towards choosing store to buy CD. We are going to read out ^me 
commonly recognised criteria for choosing a store and please indicate the importance of each criteria by 
picking up the statement on this card that best describes your opinion. There is no correct or wrong 
answer. 
(Start the item with tick) 
""^  Not Somewhat Neither Somewhat Very 
important at unimportant important important important 
ail nor 
unimportant 
()Price ofproduct 1 2 3 4 5 
()Sales service 1 2 3 4 5 
()CDvariety 1 2 3 4 5 
()Availabilityof 1 2 3 4 5 
entertainment products 
()CDtrialservice 1 2 3 4 5 
()Store environment 1 2 3 4 5 
ASK THOSE WHO HAVE NOT ANSWERED “3” m Q3 
11. Why don't you buy CD at HMV? Whatelse? 
— \ 、 
• •'. •、、. •路• 
• ‘ ‘ •丨‘ 
. • ’ >• 
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ALL RESPONDENTS 
12. What do you paiticuUriy Uke about HMV? Whatelse? 
13. What do you particularly disUke about HMV? Whatelse? 
I „ — ^ — ^ ^ — ^ ^ ^ 
Demographics: (ALL RESPONDENTS) 
14. Age: 15. Sex: 
16. Occupation: 17. Living district: 
n.SHOWCARD 
Which statement on this card best describes your average monthly personal income? 
Lessthan$6,000 1 
$6,001 - $9,000 2 
$9,001 _ $12,000 J 
$12,001 - $15,000 4 
$15,001 - $18,000 5 
$18,001 - $21,000 6 
$21,001 - $24,000 7 
$24,001 - $27,000 8 





• •- •:” T.r 
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